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Abstract

Decreasing costs of electronic devices, increasing computing abilities and advances in sensor technologies have
enabled the internet to spread to the whole new area. In the near future, more and more smart objects will be
connected to the internet, and new businesses will be created around them. Industrial internet and IoT are topical
issues at the moment and both of them are widely studied and discussed in the literature. However, an up-to-date
study about the state of their standardization is difficult to find.
In this research, the objective is to find out what is the current state of Industrial internet and IoT standardization.
Therefore, the results of this research will be useful for anyone working in these fields. Different standardization
organizations, alliances and consortiums are also studied. In addition, unofficial industry standards and their
potential development and impacts are reviewed. The perspective of the research is outlined especially into
Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM).
The theoretical part of the research is a literature review that creates a basis for the empirical part. The literature
review studies the relevant topics of the research theme: Industrial internet, M2M (Machine to Machine), IoT,
standardization and CBM.
Qualitative case study method is applied in the empirical part of the research, and ten carefully chosen interviewees
are interviewed for gathering the data. The case analysis shows that standardization is seen as an important part
when machines start to share information with each other. However, the majority of the interviewees are not taking
part of the standardization activities and the knowledge about the current state of standardization is yet quite unclear.
The conclusion is based on the findings of the literature review and case analysis. The research findings indicate that
standardization in the field of Industrial internet and IoT is just emerging. There is an extensive amount of
organizations that are creating standards, both official and non-official, and the application space is wide. Many
emerging applications are exploiting their own standards and many standards are still under development. The
solutions rely on various co-existing protocols, interfaces and platforms, either proprietary or standard. Some of the
Industrial internet and IoT standards will be official standards, whereas some will be de facto standards that are
agreed by forums or alliances or dictated by companies in decisive roles.
The study results show that standardization plays a key role in Industrial internet and IoT as it contributes to
interoperability, compatibility, reliability, security and effective operations between heterogeneous technical
solutions globally. Therefore collaboration among various organizations is important and needed.

Additional Information
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Tiivistelmä

Elektronisten laitteiden kustannusten lasku, tietokoneiden laskentatehojen kasvu ja kehittyneet sensoriteknologiat
ovat mahdollistaneet internetin leviämisen täysin uudelle alueelle. Lähitulevaisuudessa yhä useammat älykkäät
esineet ovat yhteydessä internetiin, ja uusia liiketoimintoja luodaan niiden ympärille. Teollinen internet ja esineiden
internet (IoT – Internet of Things) ovat ajankohtaisia aiheita tällä hetkellä ja molemmat laajalti tutkittuja
kirjallisuudessa. Silti ajankohtaista tutkimusta niiden tämän hetkisestä standardoinnin tilasta on vaikea löytää.
Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena on selvittää Teollisen internetin ja IoT:n standardoinnin nykytila. Näin ollen
tutkimuksen tulokset hyödyttävät toimijoita näillä aloilla. Myös eri standardointiorganisaatioita, alliansseja ja
yhteenliittymiä tarkastellaan. Lisäksi epävirallisia teollisuusstandardeja ja niiden mahdollista kehitystä ja
vaikutuksia arvioidaan. Tutkimuksen näkökulma on rajattu erityisesti ennakoivaan kunnossapitoon.
Tutkimuksen teoriaosuus on kirjallisuuskatsaus, joka muodostaa perustan empirialle. Kirjallisuuskatsaus tarkastelee
tutkimuksen teeman kannalta relevantteja aihepiirejä: Teollinen internet, M2M (Machine to Machine), IoT,
standardointi ja ennakoiva kunnossapito.
Kvalitatiivista case-tutkimusmenetelmää sovelletaan tutkimuksen empiriaosiossa, ja tiedon keräämistä varten
haastatellaan kymmenen tarkoin valittua haastateltavaa. Case-analyysi osoittaa, että standardointia pidetään tärkeänä
laitteiden jakaessa tietoa toisilleen. Kuitenkaan suurin osa haastateltavista ei ota osaa standardointitoimintaan, ja
käsitys standardoinnin nykytilasta on heille vielä melko epäselvä.
Johtopäätökset pohjautuvat kirjallisuuskatsauksen ja case-analyysin perusteella saatuihin löydöksiin.
Tutkimustulokset osoittavat, että Teollisen internetin ja IoT:n standardointi on vasta kehittymässä. Standardeja
luovia organisaatioita, sekä virallisia että epävirallisia, on suuri määrä, ja sovelluskenttä on laaja. Monet
kehittymässä olevat sovellukset hyödyntävät omia standardejaan, ja useat standardit ovat yhä kehitysasteella.
Ratkaisut perustuvat erilaisiin yhtä aikaa olemassa oleviin protokolliin, rajapintoihin ja sovellusalustoihin, niin
patentoituihin kuin standardeihinkin. Osa Teollisen internetin ja IoT:n standardeista tulevat olemaan virallisia
standardeja, kun taas osa tulee olemaan de facto standardeja, jotka on hyväksytty forumeissa ja alliansseissa tai
ratkaisevassa roolissa olevissa yrityksissä.
Tutkimustulokset osoittavat, että standardointi on tärkeässä roolissa Teollisessa internetissä ja IoT:ssä, sillä se
vaikuttaa yhteensopivuuteen, yhdenmukaisuuteen, luotettavuuteen, turvallisuuteen ja tehokkaaseen toimintaan
hajanaisten teknisten sovellusten välillä globaalisti. Siitä syystä yhteistyö eri organisaatioiden välillä on tärkeää ja
tarpeellista.

Muita tietoja

Asiasanat: Teollinen internet, Esineiden internet (IoT), M2M, Standardointi, Ennakoiva kunnossapito
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
During the last years the internet has been growing exponentially from a small research
web to a worldwide wonder that influences the lives of millions of people every day.
Continuously decreasing costs of electronic devices and rapidly increasing computing
abilities enable the internet to spread to the new area. This new area is called Industrial
internet or the Internet of Things (IoT).
Smart devices are already in our everyday lives and new ways of using the internet will
be created all the time. In the near future more and more smart objects will be connected
to the internet.
The Industrial internet and IoT not only bring a great deal of new opportunities but they
also create some challenges that need to be considered. Standardization is one of the
challenges, amongst all, and this master’s thesis is about to look into the relevant
standards that relate to the Industrial internet and IoT.

1.2 The research problem and research questions
The research problem focuses on Industrial internet and IoT related standards and
standardization. Industrial internet and IoT are very topical issues at the moment but it
is difficult to find any up-to-date study about the current state of the standardization
related to them. Therefore the research results would be useful for anyone working with
the subject area. The purpose of this master’s thesis is to examine the current idea of
Industrial internet and IoT standards. The aim is to find out also some unofficial
industry standards and their potential development and impacts. Also, some standards
that are under way are taken into account. The relevant standardization organizations
are reviewed as well. The perspective of this research is outlined specifically into
Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM).
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The research problem is divided into different research questions and the idea is to try to
search for answers to these questions. The following research questions (RQs) describe
the research problem of this master’s thesis:
RQ1. What is the definition of Industrial internet and IoT?
RQ2. What is a standard and where do we need standardization?
RQ3. What are the most relevant standardization organizations and
standards related to Industrial internet and IoT?
RQ3.1. Which standards are relevant in CBM?
RQ3.2. What is the current state and the future development
of standardization?

1.3 Research process and structure
This master’s thesis is made for VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland from early
September 2014 until the end of February 2015. During the six months process the aim
is to discover the current status and development of standardization related to Industrial
internet and IoT.
There are a lot of scientific articles and literature about Industrial internet and IoT that
can be used for creating the theoretical part of the thesis. Also, the information available
from the websites of several standardization organizations is useful for the theory.
Because of the extent of the topic the idea is not to go into deeper details of the
particular standards.
The research starts with the theoretical part that is a literature review of the relevant
topics about the area of the subject. The literature review explores the following topics:
Industrial internet, Machine to Machine, Internet of Things and standardization. Also,
Condition-Based Maintenance is introduced briefly. The literature review creates a
context for the research and forms a basis for the empirical part.
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In the empirical part the perspective is outlined into Condition-Based Maintenance
(CBM). The standardization of CBM will be studied via interviews of specialists from
several case companies and research organizations. The differences and similarities
between the interviewees’ points of view will be compared and discussed afterwards.
Finally, the conclusion of the thesis is presented. Discussion brings out the evaluation of
the thesis and suggests the further research needs. Figure 1. illustrates the whole
research process.

Figure 1. The research process
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2 INDUSTRIAL INTERNET AND INTERNET OF THINGS
The following chapters contain the theoretical part of this master’s thesis and form a
basis for the empirical research that will follow later on. The theoretical part is a
literature review of the most relevant research and literature related to the topic.

2.1 Industrial internet
GE introduces Industrial internet as a term which means integrating complex physical
machinery together with networked sensors and software. Industrial internet joins fields,
such as the Internet of Things (IoT), big data, machine learning and M2M (Machine to
Machine) communication, to collect and analyse data from machines and use it for
adjusting operations. (General Electric Company 2014)
According to Industrial Internet Consortium, the Industrial internet connects smart
devices and machines and people at work, leading to better decision making through
advanced analytics that result in transformational business outcomes. Industrial internet
covers the non-consumer side of IoT and applies “internet thinking” to industrial
settings. (Industrial Internet Consortium 2014: 1)
Industrial internet consists of three key elements which together represent the essence of
the whole idea, see Figure 2. The first key element of Industrial internet is intelligent
machines. That means connecting the world’s machines, fleets, facilities and networks
with advanced controls, sensors and software applications. The second element,
advanced analytics, means combining the power of physics-based analytics, domain
expertise, automation and predictive algorithms for understanding the operation of
machines and systems. The third element, people at work, basically means connecting
people at any time for supporting more intelligent operations, design, maintenance and
high service quality and safety. (Evans & Annunziata 2012: 3)
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Figure 2. Key elements of Industrial internet (adapted from Evans & Annunziata
2012)

Connecting and combining these three key elements enable companies and economies a
lot of new opportunities and efficiency gains in several fields. Industrial internet will
speed up the productivity growth same way that the industrial revolution and internet
revolution has done formerly in the past. (Evans & Annunziata 2012: 3)
Figure 3. illustrates the Industrial internet as “the third industrial revolution”. In the first
wave factories and machines developed and powered economies of scale and scope
during the industrial revolution in the years between 1750 and 1900. The computing and
internet revolution took place about 50 years, starting from 1950’s. At that timeframe
the computing power developed and distributed information networks rose. And finally
in the twenty-first century, in the third wave, the Industrial internet will take place in the
form of machine-based analytics combining deep domain expertise and automation.
(Evans & Annunziata 2012: 3)
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Figure 3. The rise of the Industrial internet (adapted from Evans & Annunziata
2012)

2.2 Machine to Machine
Machine to Machine (M2M) describes technologies that enable machines; such as
computers, mobile devices, smart sensors, embedded processors and actuators; to
communicate with each other, measure and make decisions, and usually without human
interference (Watson et al 2004: 1). M2M means solutions which allow communication
via wireless or wired network between same type of devices and specific applications,
and these solutions allow the end-users to get data about events of assets (Höller et al
2014: 11). M2M is a part of the vision of the IoT where everyday objects are connected
to the surrounding environment and managed with devices, networks and cloud-based
servers (Wu et al 2011:36), and typically M2M is deployed for reducing costs,
achieving productivity gains and increasing safety or security (Höller et al 2014: 11).
However, M2M solutions generally do not allow wide data sharing or connection of
devices directly to the internet (Höller et al 2014: 12).
M2M communications comprise of three phases: collection, transmission and
processing of data. The data collection phase is the procedure used to acquire the
physical data. The data transmission phase contains the mechanisms for delivering the
collected data from the communications area to an external server. The data processing
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phase means analysing and dealing with the data and providing feedback for controlling
the application. (Zhang et al 2011: 44)
The M2M system solution is used for monitoring and controlling remotely enterprise
assets and integrating the assets into the business processes of the enterprise. A typical
M2M system solution is formed of M2M devices, communication networks, service
enablement, application and integration into the enterprise processes with an IT system.
Figure 4. illustrates a typical system solution for M2M. Höller et al (2014: 12-13)
introduces the following components for the M2M system solutions:


M2M device: The M2M device provides capabilities of sensing and actuation,
and it is attached to the asset of interest.



Network: The network enables a connection between the application-side servers
and the M2M device. Different types of networks can be used and include both
WANs (Wide Area Networks) and LANs (Local Area Networks), also called as
Capillary Networks or M2M Area Networks.



M2M service enablement: This component provides general functionality and its
main purpose is to ease the application development and reduce the cost for
implementation.



M2M application: This component realizes the monitor and control process. The
application is integrated into the enterprise business process.

Figure 4. A typical M2M system solution (adapted from Höller et al 2014)
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There are different options for connecting M2M devices to a server and each other.
Figure 5. represents a high-level view of M2M system architecture. The M2M devices
can be connected to the M2M server either through a M2M gateway (aggregation point)
or directly through a WAN connection (such as cellular 3G/4G). The M2M gateway
collects and processes data and manages the operation of simpler M2M devices.
Connection through a gateway is preferred if devices are sensitive to location, power or
cost. There are many lower-cost radio protocols, such as IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15,
and power line communications, for the communication of these devices. Many M2M
applications require also connection between end devices, and a peer-to-peer (P2P)
connectivity can be used for that. (Wu et al 2011: 39)

Figure 5. A high-level M2M system architecture (adapted from Wu et al 2011)

2.3 The definition and development of IoT
The amount of devices that are connected to the internet is growing and will continue to
grow tremendously in the near future. End-users have started to use multiple other
devices, in addition to mobile phones, such as iPads, digital TVs, Kindles etc. New
types of devices, that can communicate and offer services via the internet, are being
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developed. And these devices allow the machines to be connected to each other. (Höller
et al 2014: 4)
According to Porter & Heppelmann (2014: 4) the term “Internet of Things” has come
about to reflect the increasing number of smart and connected products and underline
the new opportunities they can bring. What makes smart and connected products
different is not just the internet but the changing nature of them. It is their expanded
capabilities and the data they can generate.
The semantic origin of IoT is comprised of two words and two concepts: “Internet” and
“Thing”. Internet is defined as “the world-wide network of interconnected computer
networks, based on a standard communication protocol, the Internet suite (TCP/IP)”.
Thing means “an object not precisely identifiable”. Semantically, IoT means “a worldwide network of interconnected objects uniquely addressable, based on standard
communication protocols”. (INFSO D.4 Networked Enterprise & RFID INFSO G.2
Micro & Nanosystems in co-operation with the Working Group RFID of the ETP
EPOSS 2008)
There has been discussion about the idea of IoT already from 1991 when Mark Weiser
wrote about the Computer for the 21st Century. In his article he explains how the
computer-readable data will be brought to the physical world and machines will be
connected to a ubiquitous network. At that time the ubiquitous computing was more
local whereas the IoT today is a broader concept.
The phrase “Internet of Things” probably started life in 1999 when it was introduced
first by Kevin Ashton of Auto-ID Center. Ashton explained how RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) and sensor technologies make it possible for computers to
understand, identify and observe the world, and he suggested that we should empower
the computers to gather information on their own without any restrictions of humanentered data. Then we could count and track everything, reduce cost, loss and waste,
and we could know if things needed repairing, replacing or recalling (Ashton 2009).
Ashton, who foresaw that RFID would lead to total automation of collecting data, was
also quoted in the Forbes Magazine in 2002. He said that “We need an internet for
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things, a standardized way for computers to understand the real world” and that might
have been the first documented use of the term IoT in literal (Mattern & Floerkemeier
2010: 242-243, Schoenberger 2002).
The IoT represents a vision where the internet stretches to the real world comprising
every-day objects and physical items that are connected to the virtual world. The items
can physically act as access points to internet services and they can be controlled and
monitored remotely (Mattern & Floerkemeier 2010: 242). The internet will no longer be
just about people, media and content. It will include all real-world assets creating
knowledge, exchanging information, interacting with people and supporting business
processes. IoT is not a new internet; it can be seen as an extension to the existing
internet. (Höller et al 2014: 14)
The IoT vision is based on the belief that the advances in information technology,
communications and microelectronics will continue also in the foreseeable future.
Because of the diminishing size, decreasing energy consumption and constantly
lowering price communication modules, processors and other electronic components
can be integrated into our daily objects already today. Embedded information and
communication technology could revolutionize the use of the objects, and that is why
smart objects are in an important role in this IoT vision. With sensors they can picture
their context and with built-in networking systems they could access internet services,
communicate with each other and interact with people. (Mattern & Floerkemeier 2010:
242-243)
The most essential strength of the IoT vision is the substantial impact it will have on
many sectors of daily life. Figure 6. represents IoT as a world of connected devices
reaching to different sectors of our daily lives. From a private users’ perspective, the
consequences of IoT introduction will be noticeable in domestic and working fields.
Also, from the business users’ point of view, the most visible effects will be in fields
such as, industrial manufacturing and automation, business and process management,
logistics and intelligent transportation of goods and people. (Atzori et al. 2010: 2787)
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Figure 6. IoT – World of connected devices (adapted from Beecham Research
2011)

2.3.1 An IoT architecture outline
One example how to illustrate the IoT architecture is presented in Figure 7. ITU-T IoT
model includes physical devices that can connect directly or through gateway devices to
the communications network. Devices can exchange information with other devices,
applications and services via network. The physical world of things is reflected by the
digital representation of it, the world of virtual things. The devices include mandatory
communication capabilities in this model, as well as optional sensing, actuating and
processing capabilities for capturing and transporting information about the things.
(Höller et al 2014: 157)
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Figure 7. IoT reference model (adapted from ITU-T 2012)

2.3.2 Basics from a technical point of view
IoT is not a result of one particular technology when considering it from the technical
point of view. Several different technical developments, complementary to each other,
provide competencies that together help connecting the physical and virtual world.
Mattern & Floerkemeier (2010: 244-245) introduce the following competencies related
to IoT:


Communication and cooperation: By networking with internet resources and
with each other the objects can make use of services and data and update their
state. Different wireless technologies are relevant, e.g. GSM, UMTS, Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, ZigBee and other networking standards that are under development,
especially those which relate to Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs).



Addressability: Objects can be addressed and located via look-up, discovery or
name services within IoT. And because of their addressability, the objects can be
also remotely interrogated and configured.
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Identification: Objects can be uniquely identified in IoT. Examples of
identification technologies are NFC (Near Field Communication), RFID and
optically readable bar codes. With some mediator even objects without any
built-in energy resource can be identifiable. With the help of identification,
objects can be linked to information related to the particular object. That can be
acquired from the server if the mediator is in connection with the network. In
Figure 8. there is an illustrative example in which the smartphone acts as a
mediator between internet, things and people.



Sensing: Objects are equipped with sensors, with which they can collect
information about the surroundings, forward it, record it or directly react to it.



Actuation: Objects can manipulate their environment with the help of actuators.
An example of this is converting electrical signals to mechanical movement.
These actuators can be used for controlling real-world processes remotely via
internet.



Embedded information processing: Smart objects may include a processor or
microcontroller as well as storage capacity. With these resources the sensor
information can be interpreted and processed. Also, they can provide the object a
memory of how it has been used.



Localization: Smart objects can be located and they can be aware of their
location. Suitable technologies for localization are e.g. mobile phone network or
GPS, UWB (Ultra-Wide Band), ultrasound time measurements, optical
technologies and radio beacons (RFID readers with known coordinates or
neighbouring WLAN base stations).



User interfaces: Smart objects are able to communicate directly or indirectly
with people. Different kinds of innovative interfaces are relevant here, for
example tangible user interfaces, polymer-based flexible displays, and gesture,
voice or image recognition methods.
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Figure 8. The smartphone as a mediator between internet, things and people
(adapted from Mattern & Floerkemeier 2010)

2.4 Differences between the terms
IoT and Industrial internet are often used interchangeably, but these two terms refer to a
bit different things. According to Wheatley (2013) the IoT can be seen more abstract
and broader concept that evolves from the Industrial internet. Basically, the Industrial
internet relates machines using network resources for communicating with remote
application infrastructure and that way controlling and monitoring the machine itself or
the surroundings. Industrial internet means all the sensors, devices and software that
enable the connection between physical machines. Respectively, IoT means the vision
of what Industrial internet leads to. In that vision the physical world blends into the
digital world. IoT refers to the potential benefits and possibilities that the realization of
Industrial internet can bring. Industrial internet can also be defined more specific to IT,
particularly the hardware and service technologies behind the IoT. At the same time,
IoT means a broad trend that has an effect on normal people and how they can be
interacting with their smart devices. (Wheatley 2013)
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The transition from M2M to the IoT is moving away from isolated solutions towards an
open environment. M2M solutions generally focus on solving a problem at a particular
point of view for one stakeholder, and do not take a broader perspective on solving
various set of issues including many stakeholders. Therefore, M2M solutions are
vertical siloes that have no horizontal perspective. Moving towards the IoT is
characterized by moving away from closed-silo deployments into innovation,
multipurpose and openness. It means also knowledge-creating technologies, multimodal
sensing and actuation, using IP and web as base technologies, using the internet as a
foundation for operations and moving towards horizontal layers in technology and
business. (Höller et al 2014: 36-37)
In many respects, IoT can initially seem to be the same as M2M communication
connecting sensors and devices to ICT systems via wireless or wired networks.
However, in comparison to M2M, IoT also comprises the connection of the sensors and
systems to the broader internet, and the use of general internet technologies. In the
longer run, IoT will allow things and objects to communicate, connect and interact with
each other similarly as people do via the web today. (Höller et al 2014: 14)

2.5 Standards and interoperability
Many challenging issues need to be considered and technological and social challenges
need to be solved before the vision of IoT can become a reality. Key issues are how to
accomplish full interoperability between interconnected devices and how to provide
them with a great deal of smartness by enabling their autonomous behaviour and
adaptation. And yet, the security, trust and privacy need to be guaranteed for the users
and to their data. Several standardization, industrial and research bodies are involved in
the solutions development activities to fulfil the technological requirements for IoT.
(Bandyopadhyay & Sen 2011: 50)
Standards play an important role when forming the IoT. Standards are essential for
allowing all the actors an equal access and use. Standards development and coordination
will further efficient development of IoT applications, infrastructures, services and
devices. In the network world of today, the global standards are more relevant than local
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agreements. Therefore, standards development process shall be open and the resulting
standards shall be freely and publicly available. The IoT standardization is relatively
complicated as it can include a wide range of different standards, such as architecture
standards, communication protocol standards, application requirements standards,
identification standards, information processing standards, security standards, data
standards and public service platform standards. (Chen et al 2014: 352-357)
Standardization work around M2M and IoT is multidimensional and quite complex. The
aim of any technology-oriented standardization work is to provide specifications that
address issues like achieving interoperability in a field with many actors and suppliers.
The first aspect is that standards are developed for different industries. There is a wide
range of standardization bodies and organizations, both proper SDOs (Standards
Development Organizations) and special standards specifications developing alliances
and interest groups. (Höller et al 2014: 75-76)
From M2M and IoT related perspective can be seen that there is a distinction between
standards developed within the ICT industry and standards developed within a specific
industry segment, for example Electricity, Transportation or Health industry segments.
The ICT industry is developing technologies that are targeted for using in different other
industry segments, while the applied IoT industry segments make use of the ICT
standards in developing their own standards. All of these industries have a long history
of having their own industry-specific standards, and hence there is an inheritance of
technologies and practices that continue to develop. But standards need to cater to
reducing technology fragmentation, since there is more and more convergence
happening across industries today. (Höller et al 2014: 76-77)
The second aspect is that some standards are defining entire systems or parts of systems,
whereas other standards organizations develop specific pieces of technologies, for
example specific protocols. Naturally, system standards rely on the enabling technology
components as their foundation, but the adoption into a system standard is not a simple
route, hence there are different competing technology components, for example protocol
stacks. (Höller et al 2014: 77)
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The third aspect is about the lifecycle process of standards. In some situations, standards
emerge as a result of collaborative research with industry and academia. In other
situations, technology selection for standardization may happen as part of legislative
and regulatory processes. Within the EU, the European Commission has issued
Mandates which can have an impact directly on the choice of technology, and which
precedes subsequent standardization activities. As a deduction, technology selection
does not happen only in the process of standardization. (Höller et al 2014: 77)
Fragmented and diverse standards and interfaces between layers of the systems
complicate the innovation capabilities of application developers and service providers.
Therefore, it is important to develop same kind of interdependent and mutually
advantageous industry structure that makes the PC software and hardware industry
spiral to function. The key to the spiral are the standard interfaces. It is faster and easier
to create innovative solutions when every individual component provider has a fixed
boundary condition. For one single solution or component provider it is not easy to
define generic system architecture and the interface. The best way is to join the
community efforts together, as in Figure 9. After understanding the requirements from
different verticals it can be possible to create standardized platforms and systems. The
broader the diverse set of applications is the easier it is to define the generic architecture
and standard interfaces. (Chen 2012: 387)

Figure 9. An inter-discipline research effort to quest for unified system
architecture and standard interface (adapted from Chen 2012)
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3 STANDARDIZATION
“We may not be aware of them, but we use standards every day, in all aspects of our
daily lives – in communications, media, healthcare, food, transport, construction,
furniture, energy…” (ETSI 2014b)

3.1 Standards – De Jure, De Facto, Industry
Standards are joint solutions for general problems. Standardization means creating
common courses of action. The idea of standardization is to simplify the operations of
authorities, economic life and normal consumers. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014a)
In the broadest sense of the word, standards could be defined as recommendations of
some organization on how something should be done. Standards can be very specific,
such as some certain type of product, or they can be very general, for example
management practices. (Korpela 2007, The British Standards Institution 2014)
Standards are published documents and they set requirements for specific products,
items, components, materials, services or systems, or specify at length a particular
procedure or method (CEN-CENELEC 2014).
Standards are documented agreements between a consumer and a producer. They are
reference documents that can be used in contracts and international trade and they
describe definitions of characteristics, precise criteria, technical design or content,
guidelines or rules. Standards typically focus on a specific community and region, such
as international standards, regional standards, national standards, community standards,
company standards and government standards. (Kresse & Danko 2012: 396)
There is a wide range of standardization bodies and organizations, both proper SDOs
and special standards specifications developing alliances and interest groups. Different
international and national bodies ratify standards by SDOs, while standards
specifications developed by alliances and special interest groups are usually agreed and
adopted by actors in the market, such as technology manufacturers. (Höller et al 2014:
75-76)
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Standards can be de facto or de jure and there is a difference between the definitions of
these two. De facto standards are defined as in fact, whether with legal right or not and
they are standard techniques or product practices that have become dominant on the
market. De facto standards can be unofficial or compulsory (de jure) standards and they
are dominant on the market when there are one or more standards for the same use. De
facto standards were the first, the best marketed, or the simplest path to interoperability.
De jure standards, defined as by law, are legally accepted standards which are mandated
by a nation or an organization. Usually de jure standards are endorsed by a standards
development organization. (Kresse & Danko 2012: 397)
3.1.1 Need for standards
Standards are needed to make products more compatible and safe and to protect
consumers and environment. Standardization makes the everyday life easier. Because of
standardization the products, services and processes are suitable for the use and
circumstances that they are meant for. Standardization also makes sure that the products
and systems match and work together. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014a)
With the help of standardization it is possible to simplify domestic and international
trade. Products, which are produced as per standards, can be accepted to the
international market. With the help of standards the technical specifications for different
products and services can be harmonized and due to that the industry can be made more
efficient and the barriers to the international trade can be broken down. (Suomen
Standardisoimisliitto 2014a, The International Organization for Standardization 2014)
There is a wide range of different kinds of standards in the world. Paper and envelope
sizes, cloth and shoe sizes, food packages, screws, nuts and many other familiar things
from market are based on standards. All of the manufacturing, construction, assembly,
repair and maintenance work are done according to standards. In addition, standards are
also needed for the use of different systems, devices and equipment and for the
operation and upkeep of processes. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014a)
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3.1.2 Benefits of standards
As previously mentioned, standards bring various benefits for technology, economy and
society. They also have an effect to sustainability because they provide ways on the
management of processes and the use of technologies influencing the social,
environmental and economic aspects.

(The International Organization for

Standardization 2014)
The world would be totally different without standards and some standards have been
already around for hundreds of years. According to the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (2014) standards provide:
- reliability and safety,
- support of legislation and government policies,
- interoperability,
- business benefits,
- consumer choice.

3.2 Standardization organizations
In this part, different standardization organizations, their working fields and relation to
Industrial internet and IoT are introduced first by different levels: Finnish national level,
European level and international level. Also some other relevant regional and national
standardization organizations are presented. Additionally, some other organizations,
forums, consortiums and alliances are introduced. This is not by any means a complete
list of all the organizations relevant to Industrial internet or IoT but it gives an image
how extensive the standardization efforts in these fields are.
In international level the largest standardization organisation is ISO (International
Organization for Standardization), which members are national standardization
organizations from different countries. The most of the SFS (Finnish Standards
Association) standards are EN (European Standards) standards from their origin. They
are formulated by European standardization organization CEN (European Committee
for Standardization). CEN is the cooperation body of all the standardization
organizations of EU and EFTA countries. There are 33 organizations which belong to
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CEN. Also, in CEN there are associate members of standardization bodies of 17
countries. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)
Together with ISO and CEN there are European standardization organizations
CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization) and ETSI
(European

Telecommunications

Standards

Institute),

and

also

international

organizations IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) and ITU (International
Telecommunication Union). These organizations are working with electrotechnical and
telecommunication standards. Finland is represented in ISO and CEN by SFS. In IEC
and CENELEC Finland’s representative is SESKO and in ITU and ETSI Finland’s
representative is Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority (Viestintävirasto).
Figure 10. presents the standardization organizations in international, European and
national level. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)
Standards are formulated in the technical committees of organizations and in their
subcommittees and working groups. In many countries, such as in Finland, there are
background groups that by joining them it is possible to effect on international
standardization and to get involved also to the international working groups. (Suomen
Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)

Figure 10. Standardization organizations in different levels (adapted from
Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)
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The following sub-chapters present the most relevant standardization organizations. In
addition, their activities, committees and initiatives related to the IoT are presented
briefly.
3.2.1 Finnish standardization organizations
In Finland there is a decentralized standardization system where SFS acts as a central
organization and formulates the standards together with its field communities. SFS and
field communities coordinate Finland’s involvement to international standardization
cooperation. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)

SFS – Finnish Standards Association
SFS is a member of ISO and CEN. The main tasks of SFS are formulating, confirming,
publishing, selling and reporting the standards. The most of SFS standards are based on
international or European standards. SFS is formulating standards together with its 12
field communities. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)

SESKO – Electrotechnical Standardization Association in Finland
SESKO is a national standardization association in electrotechnical field and it is a
member and a standards-writing body of SFS. SESKO participates in cooperation with
IEC and CENELEC as a representative of Finland. The results of this work SESKO
enforces as national SFS standards. SESKO is an independent non-profit association
and it has members from different parts of the Finnish society: business-life, authorities,
non-profit associations and research and testing organizations. (SESKO 2014)

FICORA – Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority
FICORA is a standards-writing body of SFS, and based on their mutual agreement,
FICORA is responsible for national standardization for telecommunication. FICORA
also represents Finland in international standards organizations, ITU and ETSI, in the
field of telecommunications. Technical steering relies on specifications which are
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prepared in different forums, such as IETF (The Internet Engineering Task Force) that is
focusing on internet specifications. (Viestintävirasto 2013)
3.2.2 European standardization organizations
In the European level there are three standardization organizations. These three
organizations, which are taking care of the standardization in Europe, are CEN,
CENELEC and ETSI. Together these three form the ESOs (European Standards
Organizations) that are officially recognized by the European Commission. Only
standards that are developed by CEN, CENELEC and ETSI are recognized as European
Standards (ENs) in the European Union. Hence, these three organizations cooperate
closely with each other, working together for the European harmonization, creating
standards that are requested by the market and also harmonized standards for supporting
the European legislation. (CENELEC 2014)

CEN – European Committee for Standardization
CEN is a non-profit association that brings together the National Standardization Bodies
from 33 European countries. The member countries of CEN are responsible for
confirming all the European standards nationally and overruling all the standards that
are in contradiction with them. Therefore, the same European standards hold in all the
member countries of CEN. Standards that are published by CEN can be recognized
from the marking “EN”. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b, CEN 2014)
In CEN there are around 300 technical committees. All of the member organizations
have a right to participate in the committees’ work. The secretary tasks of every
committee are taken care of by some of the member countries. There are already more
than 14 000 standards and other publications of CEN. About 30 percent of CEN
standards are based on ISO standards. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)
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CENELEC

–

European

Committee

for

Electrotechnical

Standardization
CENELEC is a standardization organization which is taking care of the European
standardization work in electrotechnical engineering field. All the EU and EFTA
countries are members of CENELEC. Furthermore, there are associate members from
East European countries. 75 percent of the European CENELEC standards are based on
international IEC standards. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)
CENELEC is a non-profit technical organization designated by the European
Commission. CENELEC was established when two previous European organizations
CENELCOM and CENEL merged into one. (CENELEC 2014)

ETSI – European Telecommunications Standard Institute
ETSI

was

created

by

CEPT

(The

European

Conference

of

Postal

and

Telecommunications Administrations) and it is a non-profit organization officially
recognized by the EU. ETSI creates standards for Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) within Europe, including mobile, fixed, converged, radio, broadcast
and internet technologies. ETSI produces different types of specifications, standards and
reports for different purposes. ETSI has more than 750 members from 63 different
countries. (ETSI 2014a)
In response for the IoT challenges, ETSI has established a community that supports the
standardization of end-to-end M2M communications. The Connecting Things Cluster
is spread over many ETSI groups who are collaborating on relating activities
horizontally. ETSI is also involved with the R&D community and is driving Future
Internet related standards initiatives in Europe, as well as reaching out to Asia and the
USA. A big part of the work is led by the Technical Committee SmartM2M that
develops an end-to-end architecture for supporting different M2M applications. The
group produces standards to fill identified gaps and at the same time avoids duplication
work of other standards organizations. The Connecting Things Cluster also works in
cooperation with several forums, consortiums and organizations. (ETSI 2014c)
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ETSI is also an Organizational Partner in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
3GPP which is located in ETSI headquarters. The other Organizational Partners in the
3GPP are telecommunications standardization organizations ARIB, CCSA, ATIS, TTA
and TTC. (ETSI 2014b)
3.2.3 International standardization organizations
In international level there are three standardization organizations: IEC which is
working in the electrotechnical field, ITU in the telecommunications field and ISO that
creates standards for other technologies. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)

ISO – International Organization for Standardization
ISO is a non-governmental, independent membership organization and it is also the
largest developer of international voluntary standards in the world. ISO has 165
members from the national standards bodies from different countries. There have been
published more than 19 500 international standards by ISO after it officially started its
operations. (The International Organization for Standardization 2014)
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SWG 5 Internet of Things (IoT) was established in 2012 by ISO and
IEC, and it is a Special Working Group of the Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC
1. The SWG 5 was created to identify standardization gaps and market requirements
related to IoT. The Secretariat of the IoT SWG is held by South Korea. (ANSI 2012)
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SWG 5 is developing an international standard, ISO/IEC NP 19654, for
IoT reference architecture (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014d).
In November 2014 JTC 1 announced that ISO has decided to establish a new Working
Group WG 10 Internet of Things for creating IoT standards, coordinating the
standardization work and cooperating with other organizations that are creating IoT
standards. WG 10 has been already developing IoT reference architecture and
terminology, and it will continue the work of SWG 5. The first meeting of the new
Working Group was held in January 2015 (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014c).
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IEC – International Electrotechnical Commission
IEC is an international standardization organization in electrotechnical field and it can
be regarded as the first international standardization organization, since electrotechnical
field was the first field where the need for common definitions was realized. IEC is the
most important partner in cooperation for ISO and together they have also common
committees. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014b)
Millions of devices using or producing electricity or containing electronics rely on IEC
standards. IEC is the leading organization in the world preparing and publishing
international standards for electronic, electrical and related technologies. IEC
publications work as a basis for national standards and as a reference for international
contracts and tenders. (IEC 2014)

ITU – International Telecommunication Union
The third international standardization organization is International Telecommunication
Union, which is working under the United Nations and it is specialized for information
and communication technologies, ICTs. ITU develops technical standards that ensure
technologies and networks to interconnect seamlessly. ITU Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) develops international standards by its study groups.
These ITU-T Recommendations act as defining elements globally in the infrastructure
of ICTs. (ITU 2014a)
IoT-GSI is the Global Standards Initiative on Internet of Things and it promotes a
common approach in ITU-T for developing technical standards (Recommendations) for
enabling the IoT on global scale. IoT-GSI harmonizes different approaches to the IoT
architecture in cooperation with other bodies. ITU-T Recommendations developed
under the IoT-GSI in cooperation with other SDOs will enable service providers
worldwide to offer services expected by this technology. IoT-GSI strives to act as an
umbrella for IoT standardization globally. (ITU 2014b)
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JCA-IoT is the Joint Coordination Activity on Internet of Things and it is open to ITU
members and designated representatives from relevant SDOs and Forums. The idea of
the JCA-IoT is to coordinate the ITU-T work on the IoT, containing network
perspectives of identification of things and ubiquitous sensor network. The latest IoT
standards roadmap can be downloaded from the JCA-IoT web page1. The document
includes Standards and ITU-T Recommendations, related to IoT and network aspects of
identification systems including RFID and ubiquitous sensor networks. (ITU 2014b)
ITU mentions also many of its Study Groups that are relevant to IoT. ITU-T Study
Groups are SG2, SG3, SG11, SG13, SG16 and SG17. In ITU-R (ITU
Radiocommunication Sector) the IoT relevant Study Groups are WP1A, WP1B and
WP5A. (ITU 2014b)
3.2.4 Other regional and national organizations
In addition to Finnish, international and European levels there are many other regional
and national standardization organizations that are focused on different areas. Some
other regional and national standardization organizations relevant to IoT are introduced
briefly in the following section, see Figure 11.

Figure 11.

1

Regional and national standardization organizations

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/jca/iot/Pages/default.aspx
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ARIB – Association of Radio Industries and Businesses
ARIB is a Japanese Association of Radio Industries and Businesses and it was
established for promoting the R&D of new radio systems and work as SDO to advance
the unifying of international standards in the telecommunications and broadcasting
fields. ARIB aims to provide a quick and accurate response to the growing
internationalization, the need to promote radio wave use in business and the
convergence of telecommunications and broadcasting. (ARIB 2014)

CCSA – China Communications Standards Association
China Communications Standards Association is a non-profit organization established
by institutes and enterprises for carrying out standardization activities in the ICT field in
China

(CCSA

2014a).

CCSA

also

cooperates

with

different

international

standardization organizations. CCSA is working in the field of IoT as well, as it has
issued an IoT standard in 2012: General framework and technical requirements of
IoT (CCSA 2014b).

GISFI – Global ICT Standardization Forum for India
GISFI is an Indian standardization organization working in the area of ICT and related
application areas. GISFI strengthens the role of India in the world standardization
process by mapping the Indian achievements in ICT to the global standardization.
GISFI has outlined future technologies in different areas to be pursued for defining
standards for India and has created Working Groups specialized on each specific area.
GISFI will propose its standards to the international standardization bodies (GISFI
2009a). Related to IoT GISFI has an Internet of Things (IoT) Working Group (GISFI
2009b).

TIA – Telecommunications Industry Association
TIA is the Telecommunications Industry Association in the USA. It represents the
global ICT industry through standards development, policy initiatives, market
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intelligence, business opportunities and networking events. TIA enhances the business
environment for companies relating telecom, mobile wireless, broadband, IT, networks,
satellite, cable, unified communications, emergency communications and greening of
technology. (TIA 2014)

TTA – Telecommunications Technology Association
TTA is a Korean non-profit non-government organization working in the ICT
standardization, testing and certification services. The purpose of TTA is to affect to the
advancement of technology and the promotion of information and telecommunications
services and industry by providing technical standards that reflect the latest international
and domestic technological advances. (TTA 2001b)
TTA has an IoT Special Technical Committee (STC1). It consists of IoT/M2M
Convergence (SPG11), IoT/M2M Networking (SPG12) and oneM2M (SPG13).
(TTA 2001a)

TTC – Telecommunication Technology Committee
TTC is an incorporated association in Japan, contributing to standardization activities in
the ICT field by developing standards for information and communications networks.
TTC also promotes cooperation with different international, regional and national SDOs
on global standardization activities relating to ICT. TTC relates to IoT through Working
Groups, such as oneM2M. (The Telecommunication Technology Committee 2014)
3.2.5 Other forums, consortiums and collaborations
The rapid development of information technology has formed several organizations and
associations which are creating definitions for the IT field. The architectures and
courses of action of these organizations vary a lot. Fast development work and open
involvement is common to these organizations and usually the involvement to their
work is subject to a charge. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014a)
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Definitions that are created in non-official standardization organizations work as de
facto standards. De facto standards are not drawn up in official standardization
organizations but have become a common practise. However, de facto standards can
form a basis for the work done in official standardization organizations. (Suomen
Standardisoimisliitto 2014a)
Other organizations and alliances, especially those related to the Industrial internet and
IoT, are introduced next. Not all of them are standards creating organizations but
somehow influencing the global standards development and advocating for standard
technologies.

AllSeen Alliance
The AllSeen Alliance is a non-profit consortium addressed to driving and enabling the
adoption of systems, services and products that support the Internet of Everything with
an open development framework. Formed by more than 100 members (such as
Electrolux, Haier, LG, Microsoft, Panasonic, Qualcomm, Sharp, Silicon Image, Sony,
Technicolor, TP-Link and many more) it is so far the broadest cross-industry
consortium that advances the innovation and adoption in the Internet of Everything.
(AllSeen Alliance 2014)
AllSeen Alliance helps to accelerate the development of an interoperable peer
communications and connectivity framework that is based on AllJoyn for applications
and devices in the Internet of Everything. The AllSeen Alliance manages the AllJoyn
open source project with software code using open standards for enabling all things to
work together in the IoT. (AllSeen Alliance 2014)

AIM – Association for Automatic Identification and Mobility
AIM is an industry association for automatic identification and data capture
technologies and innovation. AIM supports the development of AIM standards through
its own committees and groups, as well as participating at the industry, national (ANSI)
and international (ISO) levels. (AIM 2014a)
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AIM’s Internet of Things (IoT) committee is formed of AIM member companies who
have an interest in influencing the definition and direction of the IoT, especially relating
to RFID, bar code and mobile computing solutions. AIM currently works on several
projects related to the IoT, such as Educational and marketing information, Legislative
education and Matrix of use cases. (AIM 2014b)

Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG)
Bluetooth SIG is a non-profit corporation that together its member companies innovates
and guides Bluetooth wireless technology. Bluetooth SIG works to publish the
Bluetooth specifications and administer the product qualification programs, protect the
Bluetooth trademarks and contribute the Bluetooth technology. (Bluetooth SIG 2014a)
Bluetooth 4.0 (Bluetooth Low Energy, marketed as Bluetooth Smart) is a powerfriendly and intelligent version of Bluetooth wireless technology enabling to connect the
Internet of Things. Bluetooth Smart provides considerably reduced power consumption
and it makes it easy to create solutions that will work with the Bluetooth enabled
products that are already on the market today. (Bluetooth SIG 2014b)

Eclipse Foundation
Eclipse is a community of organizations and individuals, and its projects focus on
building an open development platform that consists of extensive frameworks, tools and
runtimes to build, deploy and manage software across the lifecycle. The Eclipse
Foundation is a non-profit corporation that hosts the Eclipse projects. Eclipse runs
several projects related to M2M and IoT, such as Paho Project, Ponte project, SCADA,
Concierge, Kura and Mihini/M3DA. (The Eclipse Foundation 2014)

Ecma International
Ecma International is an industry association creating standards for ICT and Consumer
Electronics (CE). Ecma aims to develop standards and technical reports in cooperation
with national, European and international organizations for facilitating the use of ICT
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and CE. Many Ecma standards and technical reports have been adopted as International
Standards or Technical Reports. (Ecma International 2014)

GS1 / EPCGlobal
GS1 designs and implements global standards and solutions to improve the visibility
and efficiency of supply chains across sectors. GS1 standards are used in different
industries and sectors, such as retail, healthcare, transport and other sectors. GS1 is an
international non-profit association and has member organizations in over 100
countries. It also works in cooperation with a wide range of national and international
organizations. (GS1 2014a)
GS1 EPCglobal is the development of industry-driven standards for the EPC
(Electronic Product Code) to support the use of RFID in today’s trading networks. The
EPC is a unique number stored on a RFID tag and can be used for identifying a specific
item in the supply chain. The EPC contains the information that is used within the
EPCglobal Network. It can be associated with the data, such as where the item is
originated or what the date of its production is. (GS1 2014b)

HART Communication Foundation
HART Communication Foundation is a standards development and support
organization for the HART communication protocol. HART (Highway Addressable
Remote Transducer) Protocol is a global standard for sending and receiving digital
information across analog wires between smart devices and monitoring or control
system. HART is a bi-directional communication protocol providing data access
between intelligent field instruments and host systems. A host can be any software
application from technician’s laptop to a plant’s asset management, process control,
safety or other system using any control platform. HART has undergone continuous
development from the late 1980s to its latest version WirelessHART Communication.
(HART Communication Foundation 2014)
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IEEE – Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IEEE is an international professional association working for advancing technological
excellence and innovation. Its purpose is to serve professionals working in electronic,
electrical and computing fields and related areas of technology and science. IEEE
creates standards and publications and holds scientific conferences and professional and
educational activities. Many IEEE standards end up also ISO/IEC standards or they will
be used as a basis in ISO standardization work. (Suomen Standardisoimisliitto 2014a,
IEEE 2014a)
In 2003 IEEE released the 802.15.4 low-power WPAN (Wireless Personal Area
Network) standard which was a significant milestone that provides the first global
low-power radio standard. Instead of more functionality and higher data rates, IEEE
802.15.4 standard was to address the simple and low-data volume universe of control
and sensor networks. The world with the “things to things” communication and simple
control systems and rich sensor networks was strongly in mind when developing IEEE
802.15.4 specification. The idea of the working group was to allow different approaches
to the applications and networking functions, and therefore, several networking
techniques have been developed outside of this standard for taking advantage of this
radio. The networking techniques, such as ZigBee Alliance and its ZigBee mesh
network, and the IETF IPv6 over 802.15.4 provide a vision of a future world where the
simplest machines can be in connection with the surrounding world. (Adams 2006: 1-8,
Shelby & Bormann 2011: 1-3)
IEEE has launched a new standards development project IEEE P2413 “IEEE
Standard for an Architectural Framework for the Internet of Things (IoT)”. The
scope of the project is to create a reference model that defines relationships among
different IoT verticals and common architecture elements. The standard defines an
architectural framework for the IoT and includes descriptions of several IoT domains,
definitions of IoT domain abstractions and identification of commonalities between
different IoT domains. The target date for bringing a draft of the standard is on April
2016 and a finalized standard is intended to be available on May 2017. (Quinnell 2014,
IEEE 2014b)
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IEEE has multiple standards and projects related to the IoT. A listing of IoT related
IEEE standards released and standards in development can be found from IEEE
Standards Association website2.

IETF – Internet Engineering Task Force
IETF is an open international community consisted of researchers, designers, operators
and vendors, and it is dealing with the smooth operation of internet and the evolution of
internet architecture. IETF’s documents are published as RFCs (Request for Comments)
because of the constantly changing nature of internet. As well as producing RFCs, IETF
is a forum where people can talk to each other for ensuring that future standards,
products and protocols will be even better. IETF sets and maintains technical standards
for internet protocols. Standardization work for transmission hardware is left for
organizations like ITU and IEEE, and specialized application layer protocol standards,
such as HTML and XML standards, are left for World Wide Web Consortium. IETF
standardizes all the protocol layers in between, from IP up to general applications like
HTTP and email. An example of IETF’s internet layer protocol standardization work is
the Internet Protocol version 6, IPv6, which was developed for replacing the older
version IPv4. (IETF 2014a)
6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) enables using
IPv6 in low-power, processing limited embedded devices over low power wireless
networks. IPv6 that is the newest version of the Internet Protocol was developed as a
solution to the fast growth of the internet. The further growth of the IoT could be made
possible with IPv6. (Shelby & Bormann 2011)
IETF’s CoRE (Constrained RESTful Environments) Working Group provides a
framework for resource-oriented applications that are intended to run on constrained IP
networks. Constrained network can exist as part of home and building automation,
energy management and IoT. LoWPANs (Low power Wireless Personal Area

2

http://standards.ieee.org/innovate/iot/stds.html
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Networks) are this type of networks for example. The work of CoRE has resulted in the
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) that is a specialized RESTful web transfer
protocol for the use with constrained networks and nodes. (IETF 2014b, Ishaq et al
2013: 262)
Low power and Lossy networks (LLNs) are composed of embedded devices with
limited memory, power and processing resources, and they are interconnected with
different links, such as IEEE 802.15.4, Low Power Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, wired or other low
power Powerline Communication links. Routing Over Low power and Lossy
networks (ROLL) Working Group focuses on routing solutions for industrial,
building, connected home and urban sensor networks for which routing requirements
have been specified. The routing requirement documents will be used for protocol
design. The Working Group is focused only on IPv6 architectural framework for the
application scenarios. The main realization of the ROLL Working Group is the design
of the IPv6 route-over Routing Protocol for LLNs, also called RPL. (IETF 2014c, Ishaq
et al 2013: 253)

IIC – Industrial Internet Consortium
The Industrial Internet Consortium is a non-profit partnership of industrial companies,
technology innovators, government and academia. It was established in 2014 to further
development of the idea of interconnected machines, intelligent analytics and people at
work. The founding members are AT&T, Cisco, GE, Intel and IBM, and the
membership is open for those all who are interested in advancing the implementation of
industrial internet. VTT joined as the first Finnish member in October 2014. (IIC 2014)
The aim of IIC is to accelerate the availability and development of intelligent industrial
automation. The mission is to lead and coordinate incomparable efforts of academia,
industry and government in the field of industrial internet. IIC strives to break down
barriers to entry to the industrial internet by influencing and delivering common
architectures, interoperability and open standards. IIC delivers best practices, case
studies, testbeds and standards requirements for easing the deployment of connected
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technologies. IIC also influences the global standards development of internet and
industrial systems. (IIC 2014)
In the technical point of view, IIC works to reduce duplication of effort by coordinating
the development of common platforms and architectures. This comprehends location
and identification of devices, data transport between them, integration and control of
collections of heterogeneous devices, data extraction and storage plus data and
predictive analytics. There are altogether 18 working committees and teams divided into
six areas: technology, testbeds, security, marketing, membership and legal. The
Technology Working Group focuses on coordinating the technical work that is
necessary for building and enabling the industrial internet architecture, frameworks,
technologies and standards. (IIC 2014)

INCITS – InterNational Committee for Information Technology
Standards
INCITS is the central U.S. forum that creates technology standards from different
technological areas. INCITS plays an important role in global and U.S. IT standards:
domestically it creates American National Standards and internationally it is the U.S.
representative in the Joint Technical Committee 1, ISO/IEC JTC 1 (INCITS 2014). The
INCITS Study Group on the Internet of Things addresses standardization in the
areas assigned to JTC 1/SWG on IoT (Information Technology Industry Council 2004).

IPSO Alliance – The Internet Protocol for Smart Objects Alliance
The IPSO Alliance is an open non-profit association of organizations and individuals
that promote using the Internet Protocol for the networking of smart objects. More than
27 companies of IPSO initial founders have joined for satisfying the growing demand of
information and standardization relating the IoT. The IPSO Alliance will document the
use of new IP-based technologies, perform interoperability tests, conduct marketing
activities and share information for users that want to understand the role of IP in
networks of physical objects. Its role complements the work of other entities, such as
IETF and IEEE. (IPSO 2014)
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ISA – International Society of Automation
ISA’s 160 geographical sections connect more than 30 000 members with technology,
expert advice and technical programming worldwide. ISA is a non-profit organization
developing standards, certifying industry professionals, publishing books and technical
articles, providing education and hosting exhibitions and conferences for automation
professionals. (The International Society of Automation 2014)
ISA100 Committee addresses wireless control and manufacturing systems in the areas
of the environment in which the wireless technology is deployed, the technology and
life cycle for wireless equipment and systems, and the application of wireless
technology. The ISA100 Committee establishes standards, technical reports,
recommended practices and related information that define procedures and technologies
implementing wireless systems in the automation and control environment focusing on
field level. (The International Society of Automation 2014)

ISoc – Internet Society
Internet Society is a parent corporation of IETF, and IETF is an organized activity of
ISoc. ISoc works for facilitating the growing participation and smooth operation in
internet standards through IETF. ISoc is also the organizational home for standards
setting bodies IAB (the Internet Architecture Board), IESG (the Internet Engineering
Steering Group) and IRTF (the Internet Research Task Force). ISoc has more than 65
000 members, 145 organization members and 100 Chapters around the world. It is
working in a wide spectrum of internet related issues, such as technology standards,
internet policy and future development. ISoc works to ensure that the internet continues
to grow as a platform for economic development, innovation and social progress for
people today and in the future. (Internet Society 2014)
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MIMOSA – Machinery Information Management Open Systems
Alliance
MIMOSA is a non-profit trade association developing and encouraging the adoption of
open information standards in operations and maintenance (O&M) in manufacturing,
fleet and facility environments (MIMOSA 2014). MIMOSA specifications allow
organizations to develop and maintain products cost-effectively. MIMOSA is a part of
the OpenO&M initiative that provides information standards for the exchange of
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) data. (Kiritsis 2011: 491-492)
MIMOSA OSA-EAI (Open Systems Architecture for Enterprise Application
Integration) aims to enable organizations to optimise the utilisation of their assets by
filling the gaps between different information islands, such as maintenance,
engineering, operations and reliability information. MIMOSA OSA-CBM (Open
Systems Architecture for Condition-Based Maintenance) allows to integrate a variety of
software and hardware in a condition-based maintenance system. It specifies an
architecture and framework for implementing CBM systems and it is an implementation
of ISO 13374. (Kiritsis 2011: 491-492)

OASIS

–

Organization

for

the

Advancement

of

Structured

Information Standards
OASIS is a non-profit consortium and it drives the development, adoption and
convergence of open standards for global information society. OASIS contributes
industry consensus and develops standards for IoT, cloud computing, security, energy,
content technologies and other areas. In the IoT area there are standards such as MQTT
(Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) and AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol). (OASIS 2014)

OGC – Open Geospatial Consortium
The Open Geospatial Consortium is an international industry consortium of companies,
universities and government agencies developing publicly available interface standards.
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OGC standards enable technology developers to make complex and spatial services and
information accessible and useful with all kinds of applications. (OGC 2014a)
OGC has created a Sensor Web for IoT Standards Working Group (SWIOT SWG)
which aims to develop one or more standards based on existing Web of Things
protocols and also to leverage the existing and proven OGC Sensor Web Enablement
family of standards. SWIOT SWG strives to make observations captured by IoT devices
available to users and applications through data aggregation portals. (OGC 2014b)

OIC – Open Interconnect Consortium
The Open Interconnect Consortium is formed of several technology companies (such as
ADT, Atmel, Cisco, Dell, GE, Honeywell, HP, Intel, Mediatek, Samsung, Siemens,
Eyeball Networks and more) with a common goal of defining the connectivity
requirements and securing the interoperability of the devices that will create the IoT.
There will be billions of connected things globally in the IoT in the future, and today
these devices are connecting to each other using several and often incompatible
approaches. For that reason, the industry needs collaboration of industry standards and
open source community to drive interoperability of these devices. OIC is aiming to
define a common communication framework, which is based on industry standards
technologies, for wirelessly connecting and intelligently managing the information flow
between devices, regardless of operating system, form factor or service provider. Also,
OIC plans to deliver open source implementations for different IoT market
opportunities and vertical segments. (Open Interconnect Consortium 2014)
OIC is outlining a connectivity framework; a specification, certification and branding to
deliver reliable interoperability and eliminate complexity. This standard will be an open
specification that is easy for developers to use and that can be implemented by anyone.
The standard will contain IP protection and branding for certified devices and also
service-level interoperability. There will be an open source implementation of the
standard and it will be designed to enable device manufacturers and application
developers to deliver interoperable products across iOS, Windows, Android, Linux and
more. (Open Interconnect Consortium 2014)
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OMA – Open Mobile Alliance
OMA is formed by mobile operators, IT companies, network and device suppliers and
content and service providers. OMA develops open specifications to create
interoperable services that work on any bearer network across geographical boundaries.
OMA’s specifications support billions of fixed and mobile terminals across mobile
networks, including cellular operator networks and emerging networks that support
M2M device communication. OMA strives to be the catalyst for consolidating
standardization within mobile data service industry, and it works in cooperation with
other standards organizations and industry forums for improving interoperability and
decreasing operational costs for all stakeholders. (Open Mobile Alliance 2012a)
OMA’s LightweightM2M seeks to develop a fast deployable client-server specification
to provide machine to machine service. LightweightM2M is a device management
protocol and implements the interface between M2M device and server. (Open Mobile
Alliance 2012b)

OMG – Object Management Group
OMG is a non-profit, international and open membership computer industry standards
consortium. OMG Task Forces create enterprise integration standards for different
technologies and industries. OMG’s modelling standards enable powerful visual design,
maintenance and execution of software and processes. OMG also hosts organizations
such CSCC (Cloud Standards Customer Council) and CISQ (Consortium for IT
Software Quality). (Object Management Group 2014a)
OMG’s Data Distribution Service (DDS) standard is a protocol for the IoT. A list of
other standards and activities related to the IoT can be found from OMG’s website.3

3

http://www.omg.org/hot-topics/iot-standards.htm
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OMG has also been named to manage the day-to-day operations of the IIC (Industrial
Internet Consortium) by IIC Founding members. (Object Management Group 2014b)

OneM2M
The objective of oneM2M is to develop technical specifications for easing the need for a
common M2M Service Layer that is possible to embed within several software and
hardware and connect the devices with M2M application servers worldwide. The aim is
to attract and involve organizations from M2M related business domains. OneM2M has
Working Groups in the fields of Requirements, Architecture, Protocols, Security and
Management, Abstraction and Semantics. Currently there are 227 participating partners
and members in oneM2M. (OneM2M 2014)

OPC Foundation
OPC is an interoperability standard for the reliable and secure exchange of data in the
industrial automation space and in other industries. OPC standard is platform
independent and ensures information flow among devices from various vendors. The
OPC Foundation is dedicated for developing and maintaining this standard. The OPC
standard is a specifications series developed by software developers, industry vendors
and end-users. The OPC Foundation has developed OPC UA specifications to address
the challenges in security and data modelling in service-oriented architectures in
manufacturing systems. (OPC Foundation 2014)

Thread Group
Thread Group is a consortium formed by device manufacturers and chipmakers, such as
ARM, Big Ass Fans, Freescale Semiconductor, Nest Labs, Samsung Electronics,
Silicon Labs and Yale Security. The Group was created to develop a wireless standard
to improve the security and connectivity of IoT devices. The new specification, Thread,
is a low-power mesh network and can work as an alternative to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and
others and it is specifically designed for home devices. The basis for Thread is built on
existing standard 6LoWPAN, a power-efficient personal area network (PAN) protocol.
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There are two even more important standards that underlie that one: IPv6, the network
specification that has almost unlimited space of addresses, and IEEE 802.15.4, that is
used in chips that are mass-produced for ZigBee. That means that some existing devices
that are using ZigBee could be easily migrated to Thread. (Thread Group 2014, Kassner
2014, Lawson 2014)

UPnP Forum
UPnP Forum is an industry initiative of companies in computing, networking, mobile
products, printing, home appliances, consumer electronics, automation, control and
security. Its aim is to simplify network implementation in corporate and home
environments and to allow devices to connect seamlessly. UPnP Forum members work
to develop and publish UPnP device control protocols that are built on open and
Internet-based communication standards. The UPnP architecture offers pervasive peerto-peer network connectivity of intelligent appliances, wireless devices and PCs of all
form factors. (UPnP Forum 2014)

Wi-SUN Alliance
Wi-SUN Alliance is a global industry association devoting seamless connectivity and
promoting certified standards for Wireless Smart Utility Networks and related
applications as defined by regional and international standards development
organizations. Wi-SUN contributes to key standards and develops testing programs to
verify that a company’s equipment complies with IEEE 802.15.4g, a wireless standard
specification for Smart Utility Networks, and is interoperable with other vendors’
equipment that are intended to use in same applications. Manufacturers whose products
pass the tests may apply to use the Wi-SUN logo, which ensures the compliance with
relevant standards and interoperability with other products. (Wi-SUN Alliance 2014)

W3C – World Wide Web Consortium
The World Wide Web Consortium is an international community developing web
standards together with its full-time staff, member organizations and the public. Its
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mission is to lead the Web to its full potential by developing guidelines and protocols
that ensure the long-term growth of the Web. (W3C 2014)
Related to IoT, W3C has established the Web Things Community Group which
purpose is to accelerate the adoption of Web technologies as a basis to enable services
for the combination of the IoT with rich descriptions of things and the context where
they are used. (W3C 2014)

XSF – XMPP Standards Foundation
The XMPP Standards Foundation is an independent, non-profit standards developing
organization. Its mission is to define open protocols for presence, instant messaging and
real-time communication and collaboration on top of the IETF’s XMPP (Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol). XSF also provides infrastructure and information
to the worldwide community of Jabber/XMPP service providers, developers and end
users. XMPP is an open technology for real time communication and it is based on
XML. (XMPP Standards Foundation 2014)
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4 INDUSTRIAL INTERNET
STANDARDIZATION

AND

IOT

RELATED

4.1 The evolution of IoT and development of standardization
IoT has been recognized as one of the emerging technologies in IT, see Gartner’s hype
cycle (2014) in Figure 12. A hype cycle represents the emergence, adoption, maturity as
well as impact on applications of specific technologies. According to Gartner, it will
take about 5-10 years until IoT will reach the market adoption. (Gubbi et al 2013: 1647,
Gartner 2014)

Figure 12.

Hype cycle for emerging technologies (adapted from Gartner 2014)

The evolution towards IoT is a key development in variety of industry sectors. The
scope of IoT applications contains M2M communications and strives to go beyond
M2M by making any object to connect the internet and the access to information it
makes possible. In this context, standardization plays a key role as it contributes to
compatibility, interoperability, security, reliability and effective operations between
heterogeneous technical solutions globally. Thereby, the standardization also helps to
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reduce or even eliminate fragmentation and enable the emergence of better service
offers and new business models. Effective standardization means that requirements
from different sectors using and deploying IoT based solutions are factored in, both in
the sector specific dimension and the cross sector dependencies and opportunities.
(ETSI 2014b)
The emergence of IoT with the billions of devices poses a huge challenge to the
management of these. Höller et al. (2014: 237-238) states that the use of open standards
is one promising way to achieve manageability; however it is not going to be enough.
This is because of the increasing complexity, not just of the devices, but also of the
constellations that they take part in, and how their functionalities are used in
applications.
The growth of M2M communications has led to the interoperability need between
different M2M solutions. All major standardization organizations have established
working groups towards this direction, as described in Chapter 3. However, all of these
M2M standardization bodies have been quite recently formed and therefore the overall
specifications are under development. Some specifications have been published, mainly
addressing the overall architecture and system requirements. (IoT-A 2012)
According to Mazhelis (2013: 10) IoT evolves through five phases in the evolution
perspective, see Figure 13. In the first phase of Innovation companies search for
competitive advantage by automating their core business processes. In the second phase,
Productization and Standardization, companies adopt the best practices of the
competitors towards industry wide standardized offering and improve their own inhouse software. In that phase also the first software products emerge on the market. In
the third phase, Adoption and Transition, the market share and user base of the
emerging standard offerings is growing and the outsourcing of software development is
increasingly common in this phase. The fourth phase of Service and Variation is the
phase where one of the competing offerings becomes dominant by attracting the most of
the development activities. In the Renewal phase, new business opportunities are sought
to bring competitive advantage and that initiates then a new evolution cycle.
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Figure 13.

The evolution of IoT

Mazhelis (2013: 11) suggests that the IoT could be seen to belong to no later than the
Productization and Standardization phase in its evolution. There is appearance of
products but still a lack of dominant design. Also, there is abundance of proprietary
protocols and platforms. Therefore, there is a competition between traditional and
proprietary solutions and the new IETF solutions for the position of the dominant design
in future IoT applications.
At today’s IoT field the products are targeted to specific vertical application areas, such
as machinery or automotive, or to the horizontal consumer market, such as consumer
electronics and home automation. This can be compared to the situation few years ago
when IoT technologies were implemented mainly based on M2M communications
and/or embedded systems as a part of industrial in-house solutions. The solutions that
are available today rely on various co-existing interfaces, protocols and platforms, either
proprietary or standard. This means that there is a lack of de facto standard and it makes
the inter-vendor interoperability challenging and also slows down the entry of new
products and companies to the IoT market. (Mazhelis 2013: 11)
Chen (2012: 358) states that it is crucial to have unified standards for everyone to
follow for building a successful IoT ecosystem. Nevertheless, many emerging
applications are using their own standards and major standards are still under
development. For instance, Ubiquitous ID and EPC Global are two different kinds of
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non-compatible ways for identifying objects. Different technologies are typically
dedicated to a single application and existing solutions are highly fragmented. Diverse
technical solutions and standards will slow down the global development of the IoT.
Z-Wave, for example, represents a vertically integrated protocol stack and it works only
on top of Z-Wave proprietary radio. Z-Wave application protocols need a dedicated
gateway to convert them into a convenient presentation format, because they do not
specify the interoperability with the internet protocols. Likewise, the KNX protocols
specify the layers, with a dedicated gateway device, from the link up to application
layer. However, a totally different approach is in the ZigBee protocol stack that is
running on top of IEEE 802.15.4 radio. The stack complements the network and
application level protocols by defining public application profiles and enabling crossvendor interoperability in specific application domains. Though, the flexibility and
universality of ZigBee come at the cost of more complexity. The upcoming IETF
protocols, such as 6LowPAN, CoAP and RPL are promising an alternative to complex
or proprietary web protocols. Their protocol standardization is still being finalized or
has just completed and they are just making their way to the industrial solutions.
(Mazhelis 2013: 11)
The application space in IoT is very wide and various applications are already being
deployed. Still the focus is more on single applications and many times they are
characterized by “one device - one application”. Even in some cases there are special
networks built for single applications. The devices should be allowed to serve several
applications and applications to employ multiple devices instead of deploying devices
with a single application or purpose in mind. One issue is that the market is quite
fragmented currently. Each industry verticals have developed their own technical
solutions and the number of alternative solutions even in a single industry sector is
large. (Arkko & Höller 2013: 6-7)
According to Miorandi et al (2012: 1512-1513) it is important to remark that there is a
lack of standardization activities relating to ontologies, data formats and data models to
be used in IoT applications and in terms of service-level interfaces and protocols. These
issues are expected to play an important role for enabling the interoperability and
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growing the IoT based applications and services. The lack of a shared approach for
these issues could disrupt the development and innovation potential of such technology.
Tan & Wang (2010: 379-380) state that the interoperability is a problem as long as there
is a lack of global standards. Only if the interoperability problem can be solved the real
IoT can be created. Without recognized and clear standards, such as there is the TCP/IP
in the internet world, the IoT cannot reach the global scale. The technological
standardization of the IoT is still in its infancy or remains fragmented in most areas.
Therefore, efforts are needed and the collaboration among various organizations is very
important.
By creating widely accepted standards, users and developers can implement IoT
services and applications that can be also deployed on a large scale. And at the same
time, development and maintenance cost can be saved in the long run. The
standardization of IoT technologies can also accelerate the spread of IoT technology and
innovations. (Xu et al 2014: 2234)

4.2 IoT architectures
The variety of IoT application domains has resulted into different requirements for IoT
systems. The requirements vary significantly because of the heterogeneity of the
domains. This has resulted into a range of different IoT architectures with varied set of
functionalities and components, as well as varied terminologies. This in turn has
resulted into limited interoperability between different systems and has complicated the
development of the complete domain. Reference architectures are an appropriate tool
for addressing these issues and ensuring common understanding. Several IoT related
projects, e.g. ETSI M2M, FI-WARE, IoT-A and IoT6, have specified their own
architecture versions based on different aspects depending on the scope of the project.
(Krco et al 2014: 79-80)
ETSI M2M technical committee was established in 2009 for developing and
maintaining an end-to-end high level architecture for M2M. The final release was
created in 2013. The architecture is comprised of two domains: the device and gateway
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domain and the network domain, see Figure 14. IoT/M2M gateways enable
communication for M2M devices and other parts of the system via access networks,
WANs. (Krco et al 2014: 80)
The efforts on synchronizing the M2M standardization activities resulted in oneM2M
Global Initiative in 2012. The objective of oneM2M is to develop globally agreed
technical specifications that address a common M2M Service Layer that can be
embedded within several hardware and software, and relied upon to connect devices in
the field, promoting interoperability across industries and networks. (Krco et al 2014:
80)

Figure 14.

ETSI M2M top-level architecture (adapted from Krco et al 2014)

The vision of FI-WARE is to build Core Platform of the Future Internet. The platform
will be based on generic enablers that are classified into six groups providing the
architecture reference model. The generic enablers are Cloud Hosting, Data/Context
Management, Applications/Services Ecosystem and Delivery Framework, Internet of
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Things (IoT) Services Enablement, Interface to Networks and Devices and Security.
(Krco et al 2014: 80-81)
The objective of the IoT-A project is to provide an Architectural Reference Model
(ARM) that can be used to derive concrete IoT architectures. IoT-A does not focus on
defining the one and only architecture for IoT, but it provides various means (views,
perspectives, models, best practices, etc.) that can be used to derive an IoT architecture.
The ARM consists of three parts: the IoT Reference Model, the IoT Reference
Architecture and a set of Guidance. Figure 15. represents an IoT-A ARM functional
view that proposes a layered model of Functional Groups. (Krco et al 2014: 81-82)

Figure 15.

IoT-A ARM functional view (adapted from Krco et al 2014)

The approach to IoT6 architecture design is to reuse the outcomes of other projects,
especially ETSI M2M, FI-WARE and IoT-A, and to adapt and enhance them with IoT6
features mainly coming from various IPv6 functionalities. The objective is to utilize
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features of this protocol and re-use them within the architecture model, and possibly
replace some of the standard components. (Krco et al 2014: 82)

4.3 Platforms
Software platforms attract a great attention in the IoT field and there are a plenty of
platforms currently competing on the market. Some of the software platforms are listed
in Table 1 (Mazhelis et al 2013) which is not by any means a complete list of all the
existing platforms. Listings and introductions of several IoT platforms4 and software
providers5 can be also found from the internet.
Schuermans & Vakulenko (2014: 6) compare the IoT platform development to the
evolution in smart phones in the past years. According to them Android and iOS won
the game because of the different business models compared to Nokia/Symbian,
Windows Mobile and Blackberry. Schuermans & Vakulenko (2014: 30) considers that
the future leaders in IoT will win, much like in mobile, by building platforms and
growing networks of entrepreneurs around their products and services and empowering
entrepreneurs to build businesses on top of their platforms.

4
5

http://postscapes.com/internet-of-things-platforms
http://postscapes.com/companies/internet-of-things-system-integrators
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Table 1. A list of some IoT software platforms (adapted from Mazhelis et al 2013)
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4.4 Communications
The ability to exchange information using telecommunications technologies has
changed the world and with the emerging applications it will continue to do so also in
the future. A network is created when computing devices exchange data or information.
Typically, devices are known as “nodes” and they communicate via “links”. Basic
networking requirements have become explicit. It is essential to identify each node in
the network and it is necessary to have cooperating nodes that are capable of linking
nodes in between which physical links do not exist. In modern computing this equates
to IP addresses and routing tables. Considering IoT applications there will likely be a
combination of traditional networking approaches. (Höller et al 2014: 91-95) Figure 16.
introduces different communication technologies and standards.

Figure 16.

Technologies for communication (adapted from Postscapes 2014)

There are a number of technologies and standards in use and under development that
form the basis of the IoT enabling the connectivity between devices. These are the
communication technologies that are critical to the realization of the IoT (Höller et al
2014: 102-106):
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Power Line Communication (PLC) means communicating over power (or phone,
coax, etc.) lines. Typically, this kind of communication was used for remote metering
and was seen useful for the smart grid. Enhancements for allowing higher bit rates have
led to the possibility of delivering broadband connectivity over power lines. There have
been several standardization attempts of standardizing PLC, such as ITU-T G.hn and
IEEE 1901. ITU G.9903 specifies the use of IPv6 over PLC borrowing techniques
originally developed in the wireless community, specifically 6LoWPAN.
LAN (and WLAN) continues to be important technology in IoT applications because
of the high bandwidth, reliability and legacy. When high bandwidth is required and
power is not a limiting issue, devices may connect seamlessly to the Internet via
Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) or Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11).
Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth Smart) is a recent integration of Nokia’s Wibree
standard with the main Bluetooth standard which was originally developed as IEEE
802.15.1 and Bluetooth SIG. Bluetooth Smart is designed for short-range applications
where high data rates are required to enable application functionality. By design it is
energy efficient and low cost.
Low-Rate, Low-Power Networks are another key technology in the IoT. IEEE
802.15.4 standards where one of the first used in practical research and experimenting
in the field of WSNs. ZigBee and its recent derivatives ZigBee IP and ZigBee RF4CE,
WirelessHART, ISA100.11a, and others use this technology. Recent developments,
such as the PHY Amendment for Smart Utility Networks (SUN), IEEE802.15.4g, are
seeking to extend the operational distance of these networks. An intuitive use case for
this amendment is the future smart grid.
With IPv6 Networking, the attention is paid to the ongoing work to facilitate the use of
IP for enabling interoperability. The advances in this area, from a standardization
perspective, have been driven by the IETF.
6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) was initially
developed by the 6LoWPAN Working Group of the IETF as a mechanism to transport
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IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4.-2003 networks. Currently the Working Group is working on
developing IPv6 over Bluetooth Low Energy.
RPL (IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks) was developed by
the IETF Routing over Low Power and Lossy Networks (ROLL) Working Group. They
defined LLNs as those typically characterized by low data rates, high data loss rates and
general instability. No physical or medium access control technologies were specified
but typical links considered include IEEE 802.15.4, PLC and low-power Wi-Fi.
CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) is being developed by the IETF CoRE
Working Group as a specialized web transfer protocol for using with severe
communication and computational constraints typically characteristic of IoT
applications. CoAP comprehends a simple request/response interaction model between
end points and application. REST is a simplification of the ubiquitous HTTP and hence
allows for simple integration between them.
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5 CONDITION-BASED MAINTENANCE
Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance strategy that is based on the
actual condition of the asset for choosing what maintenance needs to be done. In CBM
the maintenance is done when certain indicators show signs of upcoming failure and
decreasing performance. Condition data is gathered either continuously with internal
sensors or at certain intervals. Today, technology improvements are making it easier to
gather, store and analyze data for CMB. Unlike in planned scheduled maintenance,
where the maintenance is done based on predefined scheduled intervals, in CBM the
maintenance is done when it is triggered by asset conditions. Compared to preventive
maintenance, the time between maintenance tasks is longer because in CBM the
maintenance is done on an as-needed basis. (Maintenance Assistant Incorporated 2014.)
The aim of CBM is to recognize the upcoming equipment failure so that the
maintenance can be scheduled when it is needed. CBM allows preventive and corrective
actions to be scheduled at the right time. CBM is performed while the asset is working
and that lowers the disruptions for normal operations. CBM also:
- improves equipment reliability,
- reduces the cost of asset failures,
- minimizes the time spent on maintenance,
- minimizes the unscheduled downtime due to catastrophic failure,
- minimizes requirement for emergency spare parts,
- minimizes the overtime costs by scheduling the activities,
- optimizes maintenance intervals,
- improves worker safety, and
- reduces the chances of collateral damage to the system. (Maintenance Assistant
Incorporated 2014.)
The concept of preventive and condition-based monitoring has been widely accepted by
the manufacturers. Wireless connectivity, big data processing tools and lower cost
sensors make it easier and cheaper to collect performance data and monitor the
equipment health. Businesses, especially industrial businesses, lose money when
equipment fails. Therefore, the IoT and its sensor information can save money with
minimizing the failures in equipment, help a manufacturer to improve overall equipment
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effectiveness (OEE), and allow the company to perform planned maintenance. (Lopez
Research 2014: 7.)
According to Porter & Heppelmann (2014: 9) real time monitoring data of product
condition enables companies to optimize service by exploiting preventative
maintenance when failure is imminent and performing repairs remotely, and thereby
reducing down time and the need to send repair personnel. If on-site repair is required,
advance information of what is the broken part and what spare parts are needed reduces
service costs.
Asset management can hugely benefit from M2M. New innovative solutions will be
created that can take an advantage of the networked embedded devices, the information
they provide and the collaboration with enterprise systems. Several challenges, such as
interoperability, security, complexity management and quality of service (QoS) –
guaranteed communication have to be solved for such solutions however. Nevertheless,
there is a great potential for many domains where new opportunities and business
models will be developed in asset management. (Höller et al 2014: 244.)
Usually, maintenance has been the business of the machine or plant owner or operator.
Today, machine vendors have immaterial or knowledge assets in CBM, depending on
how much they can offer industrial services. There are also particular companies that
are specialized in providing such services. (Jurvansuu & Belloni 2013: 38.)

5.1 E-Maintenance
The introduction of new, cheaper, more efficient and reliable sensors together with the
development of ICT in connection with mobile devices and wireless communication
have influenced the development of CBM. The use of the internet for supporting
maintenance has also become common in the form of e-maintenance. E-maintenance
can be seen as a network that integrates maintenance and reliability related applications
for gathering and delivering asset information. E-maintenance, in this sense, can be
considered as a modern tool for supporting further development of CBM. (Jurvansuu &
Belloni 2013: 38)
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Key strategies (Muller et al 2008: 1169-1171, Cannata et al 2009: 412, Höller et al
2014: 239-240) of e-maintenance are the following:


Remote maintenance: The capability empowered by ICT developments to
provide maintenance from anywhere without being physically present. This
enables more effective reaction to maintenance and affects business models
having maintenance services as a part of them.



Predictive maintenance (or condition-based maintenance): Adoption of
methodologies to analyse the operational performance and real-time data coming
from the monitored assets for predicting malfunctions and failures and providing
optimized maintenance.



Real-time maintenance: Focus on the reduction of the time delay between the
failure and the moment when that information is transmitted to the responsible.
With real-time notifications immediate assessment can be achieved.



Collaborative maintenance: Collaboration enabled by e-maintenance concepts
among different areas of the enterprise and among different enterprises.

5.2 Some standards for asset management and maintenance
Well performed asset management is becoming an expected normal practice in mature
organizations. Asset management has roots as a named discipline in various industry
sectors. Practices in asset management have evolved from various sources, converging
to increasing international consensus. (Woodhouse Partnership Ltd 2013) A brief listing
of some standards for asset management and maintenance is presented below.
PAS 55, specification for the optimal management of physical assets, has been widely
adopted globally as a tool for improving and integrating business practices, assuring
consistency and raising performance. The scope of PAS 55 is mainly the management
of physical assets but it is not limited only for this class of assets. The specification
aligns with the requirements of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18000. PAS 55
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specification was put forward to the ISO as a basis for a new ISO standard for asset
management. (Woodhouse Partnership Ltd 2013)
ISO 55000 family of standards consists of three documents: ISO 55000 – Overview,
principles and terminology; ISO 55001 – Management systems – Requirements; and
ISO 55002 – Management systems – Guidelines for the application of ISO 55001.
Elements that were combined in PAS 55-1 are split into ISO 55000 and ISO 55001. ISO
55002 directly corresponds to PAS 55-1. (Woodhouse Partnership Ltd 2013)
Industrial deployment of e-maintenance is supported by different standards to help the
development of e-maintenance architectures and platforms which are suitable for the
systems that are maintained. Muller et al (2008: 1174) refers some of the main existing
standards for e-maintenance:
- IEEE 802.11x, EN 457 (safety of machinery) - ISO 7731 (danger signals),
- IEC 62264 (enterprise-control system integration) based on ANSI/ISA S95,
- ISO 15745 (industrial automation application integration framework),
- MIMOSA (Machinery Information Management Open System Alliance) - IEEE
1232,
- ISO 13374 (condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines),
- EN/IEC 60204 - 1 (safety of machinery).
OPC UA specifications address the challenges in security and data modelling in
service-oriented architectures in manufacturing systems. OPC is an interoperability
standard for the reliable and secure exchange of data in the industrial automation space
and in other industries. (OPC Foundation 2014)
PSK standards are practical tools created by PSK Standards Association. PSK works
in close cooperation with SFS and uses the European and international standards as
frameworks of its standards. The aim of the PSK standards is to serve process industry
and enterprises that are connected by means of compiling standards that are required for
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the operation and maintenance of industrial plants and mills. The list of PSK standards
can be found from PSK website6. (PSK Standards Association 2014)
ISO 15926 “Industrial automation systems and integration – Integration of life-cycle
data for process plants including oil and gas production facilities” is an International
Standard for the representation of process plant life-cycle information (ISO 2014b). It is
a standard for data modelling and interoperability using the Semantic Web and it is set
up generically so that it can be used for any type of information exchange and
integration (15926.org 2014).
ISO 10303 “Industrial automation systems and integration – Product data representation
and exchange”, also known as “STEP”, is a standard for computer-interpretable
representation and exchange of product manufacturing information. The purpose is to
provide a mechanism that can describe product data throughout the life cycle
independently from any particular system (ISO 2014a).

6

http://www.psk-standardisointi.fi/Alasivut/Standardiluettelo.htm
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6 CASE ANALYSIS
6.1 Selection of the research method, case companies and interviewees
Qualitative research and case study was chosen for the research method of the thesis
work (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008: 115-136, Yin 2009). In this part of the research
several interviews were made for gathering the data. Semi-constructed interview
method was applied to allow more open discussion of the topics (Hirsjärvi & Hurme
2001: 47). The interviews were scheduled to take approximately one hour and were
carried out by using the questionnaire (appendix 1 & 2) that was sent to the interviewees
beforehand. The questionnaire consists of three main question categories: 1) Industrial
internet and IoT, 2) Condition-based maintenance and 3) Standardization. The main
question categories are also divided into some more specific questions. Those helped for
guiding the discussion topics and could be discussed more in detail depending on the
interviewees’ interests and knowledge.
The interviews were face to face and telephone interviews by nature and they were
conducted between two people; the interviewer and the interviewee (Eriksson &
Kovalainen 2008:78). Ten interviewees were chosen for the research to get enough data
from the interviews. The interviewees from the case companies represent different
industry fields whereas the interviewees from research, academia and other authority
organizations bring out a more general view of the topic. The purpose was to select
various interviewees with different kinds of backgrounds and perspectives to get a
diverse outcome of the interviews. Notes were written on the spot but the interviews
were also taped with a tape recorder for ensuring the validity and not to miss out any
details (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008: 85).
The interviews were held during November and December in 2014 and in January 2015.
Those case companies were chosen for the interviews that are relevant for the topic. The
idea was to gather information from several viewpoints; both from the suppliers’ side
and also from the customers’ side. The interviewees represent the fields of research,
academia, IT-standardization, cyber security, enterprise information management,
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networking, electronics industry, mechanical engineering and maintenance. The
outcome of the interviews is introduced in the following chapters.

6.2 Knowledge of Industrial internet and IoT
All of the interviewees have a good knowledge of Industrial internet and IoT as they all
are dealing with these subjects more or less in their work. The common impression
seems to be that both of these terms are slightly similar to one other and there is some
overlap in their definitions. However, a strict distinction seems to be difficult to define.
The general view is that the Industrial internet focuses more on the industrial side of
businesses whereas IoT also covers the consumer side of applications. According to
some of the interviewees Industrial internet could be pictured as a sub-part of the
Internet of Things and the Internet of Everything.
University Professor interviewed explains that the IoT has developed already in the 90s
from the idea that the products can be traceable and identifiable when marking them
with RFID tags. Over the time the meaning of the term has changed from its original
context of logistics. Later on it was discovered that any device or any object can include
a component that makes it identifiable. Since then other similar kinds of technologies
have been developed. Nowadays, people are talking also about the Internet of
Everything.
According to several interviewees, Industrial internet has been originally developed
from the GE’s definition. Program Manager from a Finnish machine manufacturing
company defines Industrial internet in their operations as adding intelligence to their
machines with sensors, analytics, automation, communications and networking. In that
way the information can be used in real time and the machines can share knowledge
with each other. New sensor technologies make it possible to retrofit these features also
to the existing appliances. This enables real time surveillance, process control, condition
monitoring and measuring, and hence creates possibilities for new service business and
business models.
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6.3 Predictive and Condition-Based Maintenance
All the interviewees regard predictive maintenance as an important activity for
companies, and in the era of Industrial internet it will become even more significant.
Relating to predictive maintenance several interviewees mention the cost savings,
customer satisfaction and effective and profitable operation as important facts. Many of
the interviewees also emphasise the new service businesses that the Industrial internet
and predictive maintenance makes possible.
Business Lead from a multinational networking equipment company says that the IoT
not only enables predictive maintenance but also provides tools for implementing it.
With the IoT technologies a secure network between devices can be built and
information from the devices can be gathered and analysed. Thus predictive
maintenance, for example, can be performed. He considers remote monitoring and
predictive maintenance as the most appealing fields that enable cost savings and more
effective operation with the help of the IoT.
Senior Scientist of Cyber Security from a technical research centre also says that
predictive maintenance is one of the most important application areas in Industrial
internet. There is an explicit need for predictive maintenance in present business both
for the operators as well as for the vendors. Several vendors have been developing their
solutions for predictive maintenance and that has also been a driver for the further
development of the Industrial internet.
Chief Technology Officer interviewed at a Finnish IT-company says that roughly
speaking the predictive maintenance would not be possible without the IoT
technologies. He adds that some applications for predictive maintenance have been
made also before, but only as single cases. Now, the IoT will enable it more broadly. He
explains that collecting and analysing the data enables to find mathematical models that
illustrate the appliances’ behaviour. After that it is possible to make predictive models
that help to forecast the upcoming maintenance needs.
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Director of Service Development from a machine manufacturing company says that it is
possible to identify when the condition of equipment is getting worse, based on a
frequency of particular occurrences. After receiving the failure message from the
machine it will be possible to advance the scheduled maintenance or carry out extra
maintenance. Predictive maintenance has significance both for the customer and the
manufacturer, depending on the product segment. It is important that there is a
possibility to predictively take care that all of the products are working. If the machine
sends information continuously it will be possible to know its condition. New
technologies enable information sharing in real time and more reliably.
Program Manager from a Finnish machine manufacturing company states that data
acquisition and remote connection have been used for troubleshooting already for a long
time. The information has been collected from automation systems and the problems
have been solved case by case. Now, the analytics and the analytics tools have
advanced, so there is a good chance to utilize the information gathered in appliances in
full scale.
Business Development Manager from the marine sector says that predictive
maintenance is an important issue and core business for them as a manufacturer. For the
maintenance operations the data needs to be collected. The new technologies improve
the data gathering and enable taking it to the whole new level. With the help of
predictive maintenance the upcoming maintenance work load can be scheduled
depending on the customer’s needs.
University Professor also says that the Industrial internet can simplify data problems if
there are sensors that automatically collect and process data and modify it to
understandable form. The data collecting hence helps to diagnose problems, search for
root causes and identify ways for better work. It also helps to recognize which
symptoms result from what and if there are some signals that might become problems
later on. In that case maintenance operations can be scheduled better, malfunctions can
be prevented and unnecessary maintenance can be avoided.
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Industrial internet and its technologies enable various applications for predictive
maintenance, says an interviewee, who works as a Key Account Manager for Machines
and Vehicles area at a technical research centre. He notes that predictive maintenance
brings utility value in those targets that it is suitable for. Nevertheless, in every object it
is not worthwhile to create predictive maintenance since it also causes costs in itself.
But for example in a paper machine in which the downtime costs are high, it is
necessary to foresee the maintenance needs and shutdowns.
Also, the Program Manager from a Finnish machine manufacturing company says that
predictive maintenance should be applied only in carefully chosen segments. Because of
the large portfolio of products it is not necessary to create predictive maintenance in
every product. Some of the products have small capacities and utilization rates, so in
those cases predictive maintenance is not of critical importance.
Research Team Leader interviewed at a technical research centre says that creating
predictive maintenance is technically challenging. It needs to be considered if the
system is totally autonomous and makes self-healing operations or if it just makes
notifications when there is a problem. He says that an effective sensor system is an
essential part of predictive maintenance. It gives information about the current
circumstances and if there are some actions that need to be done. He mentions that
predictive maintenance has a lot of challenges as well, because the whole infrastructure
needs to be maintained for the sensor technologies. The whole system will be useless if
there appears a problem in the connectivity. Therefore, the system would need its own
predictive maintenance before the maintenance of the whole environment can be
operated.
Industrial internet enables new opportunities for companies, especially in service
business. Developing technologies make it possible to create and sell cost-effective
service concepts in global scale, says the Key Account Manager at a technical research
centre. He states that the service business goes hand in hand with the Industrial internet.
He adds that various maintenance service centres can be developed from which the
operation of specific assets can be monitored. And on that basis the maintenance and
repair service can be sold.
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Also, the University Professor says that the predictive maintenance opens up new
strategic possibilities. It enables companies to develop their business in new ways.
Things such as remote monitoring and remote operation will come in. And even the
business liabilities and risks might be shared with the vendor and the operator. The
Director of Service Development considers that the real Internet of Things revolution
will arise when different machines start to communicate and share information in an
ecosystem provided by different manufacturers.

6.4 Standardization
The interviewees’ opinions of the importance of standardization are quite much alike
and standardization is seen as an essential part when machines start to share information
with each other. However, the knowledge about the current state of standardization
seems to be quite vague, since the majority of the interviewees are not taking part of the
standardization processes at all. Also, different industries might have different
standards.
According to an IT-Standardization Specialist from the Finnish Standards Association,
standards can not only benefit the customer but also the whole society. She says that
when something has been standardized it can also bring significant competitive
advantage for companies. She says that in some cases standardization might be against
the company’s business strategy if the company is providing its own closed ecosystem
of devices. But in the long term very few of the companies can hold their market
position. Then it might be quite risky if other companies are providing solutions that are
interoperable with other companies’ products.
Program Manager from a company providing mechanical products says that
standardization has a significant role when different machines start to exchange data in
the Industrial internet. If there are no common definitions how the information
exchange is done between machines the solutions should be created separately in each
case. And that is not very rational. There should be jointly accepted standard solutions.
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Business Lead from a networking equipment company says that standardization is
necessary so that different players can work together. And when they are able to work
together, competitive solutions can be created. Proprietary solutions may only slow
down the technology development. In the end, standardization is the end user’s benefit
because there will be more possibilities in which to choose from. Therefore, the
producers have to compete who will be able to create the best solutions that are
exploiting the standard.
Standardization is significant for the competition in the market, says the Business
Development Manager from the marine sector. Standards will define how the market
will be developed. Also, the University Professor mentions the competition. He says
that when something has been standardized it is not a source of a competitive edge
anymore. Standard solutions clarify the field and in the end benefit all the suppliers, he
says.
Research Team Leader at a technical research centre says that common standards would
be an asset for the end users if they could buy interoperable appliances from several
manufacturers. But for the vendors it would be valuable if they could sell their product
for a customer as a whole, and the customer wouldn’t have a possibility to buy those
products from other providers. But on the other hand, the vendors are also doing
business to business operations. And if they didn’t have any interoperable solutions,
their market would be rather restricted, he considers.
Some big companies, such as Google, are not taking part of the standardization, says the
University Professor. Those big companies have competences to create things in a big
scale, so they want to create their own closed ecosystem and don’t want to open their
market for competitors. But many other companies think it is better to find standards
and common solutions. Then they can work together in an ecosystem and they don’t
have to create everything by themselves.
Chief Technology Officer from a Finnish IT-company considers that the actual
advantages arise from the ecosystems of the devices that can communicate with each
other. He believes that standardization is a good thing in the long run. Of course, for
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some old players in the market it might cause investment pressure if they already have
specialized products that need to be adapted to the new standards later on.
In networks and other technologies standardization is important and enables
interoperability, according to the Research Team Leader. It would be important to get
common solutions for connecting the industrial environment to the internet world. He
also says that regardless of standardization, new solutions will be developed however.
The standardization process is an arduous task and takes a lot of time. Therefore, some
smaller companies rarely have time for taking part in standardization work. He says that
considering the company growth, it would be important to even monitor the
standardization.
Key Account Manager at a technical research centre explains that different platforms
and data systems play an important role in maintenance. Data gathered from appliances
is processed for suitable information in them. And this information is used as a basis for
decision making. He says that for that reason, it would be important to have open
interfaces and data models instead of creating dedicated systems. But he also mentions
that in this stage it is hard to say yet how the standardization will be developed. Some
main streams might form and some certain actors might corner the market.
Standardization efforts require a lot of cooperation of big players in the field. As an
example of the cooperation he mentions The IIC (Industrial Internet Consortium).
IT-Standardization Specialist from the Finnish Standards Association also emphasizes
the importance of cooperation. She tells that a new IoT Working Group has been
established in ISO at the end of 2014. The first meeting of the IoT Working Group is in
January 2015. This Working Group has been created to coordinate standardization work
in IoT field.
6.4.1 Relevant standards
Program Manager from a machine manufacturing company says that there can be
several kinds of standards depending on different levels. He says that the standard
techniques would be relevant on the areas such as how to utilize the data and how to
create common interfaces. He says that there should be a standard interface that enables
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using the data in whichever applications. Also the communication between appliances
should be some standard technique. But in that area wireless communication standards
are already existent.
Director of Service Development says that standards are important for enabling
interoperability between components produced by different producers. If every producer
has its own solutions it would be inefficient in case of changing a producer. Standard
protocols could be useful for sending and receiving information between different
objects. The standard solutions could be either official standards or industrial de facto
standards.
Chief Technology Officer from an IT-company considers data transfer and format
standards as the most important standards in his point of view. He says ISA95 is one
standard example in maintenance operations in factory environment. He also says that it
needs to be considered how to make sure that the data transfer is confidential and
therefore security standards and transport protocols are also significant. He mentions
that there are some protocol standards under development but there is not any dominant
one yet. He says OMG’s Data Distribution Service and Qualcom’s All Joyn are some
examples.
The University Professor says that the standards relating to data collecting and
processing would be important. He also believes that the scope of standards will be
larger in the future. The scope will be not only in the technical features and interfaces,
but also in some aspects relating to business practices, he considers.
Several of the interviewees mention that the common telecommunications standards
already exist and are in use. Key Account Manager at a technical research centre says
that in field level, for example, Bluetooth 4.0 (Bluetooth Smart) has enabled a lot of
new applications as automation systems or separate sensors can be connected to normal
mobile devices. It simplifies application development and creates new possibilities. He
says that in industry automation there are already field level standards which are not
wireless however. He mentions that there are also some wireless initiatives, such as
Wireless HART and ISA100.11a, though they are not very common yet. In higher levels
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of data systems he mentions that there is OPC UA, which is an open standard. Control
Area Network is also a traditional standard that has been used for automation networks,
he adds.
Standardization is significant but not everything needs to be standardized, says the
Senior Scientist of Cyber Security at a technical research centre. It depends on the use
case and the application what needs to be standardized and if there are already existing
standards that can be exploited. He also mentions OPC UA as an important standard. In
addition, he lists IoT protocols, such as MQTT, CoAP, XMPP, AMQP and DDS.
Research Team Leader who works with network technologies at a technical research
centre mentions IETF and 3GPP as important standardization bodies relating to his
working area. He says that in IoT world there are web transfer protocols, such as CoAp
and RESTful sort of solutions that play an important role. According to him many
sensor solutions are based on Zig Bee and IEEE 802.15.4 series radio standards or
Bluetooth Low Energy. But he states that there is still a lot of work to be done for
creating flexible sensor networks. It also needs to be considered how the
communications are handled; with point-to-point, point-to-multipoint or mesh solutions.
Moreover, he mentions that authentication and controlling over devices are also things
that are considered. He highlights IPSO Alliance’s Lightweight M2M protocol and
Open Mobile Alliance’s standards as an important focus area as well.
Business Development Manager from the marine sector mentions the data security as an
important matter when considering the standardization. It would be important to have
common standards, but on the other hand it might be risky, if some hackers would be
able then to get an access to all the systems. According to the Cyber Security Senior
Scientist there might be more tools for hacking into protocols that are widely used and
which specifications are known. But he continues that the truth is that the more open the
specification is the better quality implementations are possible to create.
In ISO the first things to be standardized are mainly the common framework and
terminology of IoT, says the IT-Standardization Specialist. She notes that the
standardization process generally might take an average of three years, so therefore the
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most important thing is to get the big picture first. After the concept matures the
subcommittees can base their standards on a common groundwork, so that there will be
no standards that are in contradiction with others.
6.4.2 Challenges in standardization
Despite all the benefits, standardization has also its challenges. Key Account Manager
at a technical research centre states that some big players in the IoT and Industrial
internet field might be against standardization if they have developed their own closed
data systems and want to secure their market. Business Development Manager from the
marine sector is also on common ground. He says that the big system developers might
have objection to common standards. He also adds that the customers might not have
much possibility to contribute standards. In the end, the customers would gain from
common standards a lot and advanced standardization would be good for the
competition in the market.
Senior Scientist of Cyber Security says that standardization always has a proper amount
of politicking involved. Different players strive to run standards according to their own
R&D and try to get an edge over competitors by getting others’ technologies sidetracked. He mentions that it would be tricky if there are closed ecosystems that you are
not able to get into without some other’s conditions. The other challenge is that many
times standards can be quite long, in which case the totality can be difficult to
understand.
Chief Technology Officer from the Finnish IT-company considers that it would be a bad
scenario if there were some big players who wouldn’t care about the standards but yet
would take a large part of the market with their closed systems. Also, the Key Account
Manager at a technical research centre says it might be a challenge to find open systems.
Program Manager from a machine manufacturing company reflects how to fit
everybody’s interests together. He thinks that it is also something that makes the
standardization slow. Business Lead from a networking equipment company says that
the huge amount of things is a challenge in standardization. Different fields have their
own established practices.
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The big volume is a challenge in standardization, states also the IT-Standardization
Specialist. She explains that ISO has mapped more than 400 existing standards that
somehow relate to the IoT. Moreover, the IoT is being developed globally, so different
local solutions and solutions of several commercial consortiums would inevitably be
developed before the international standards come along. Also, it is a challenge how to
get the best experts to be involved in the standardization. Not everybody has the time or
the inclination to take part. The work load in several committees is quite large, so it is
also challenging to recognize in which matters to participate. But usually it would be
enough at least to know what is going on in the international field and react when
needed, she adds.
6.4.3 The future development of standardization
IoT field is still quite fragmented and there are different separate solutions on the
market. Therefore standardization would be important already at early stage for
reducing fragmentation and enabling interoperability, states the IT-Standardization
Specialist. She says that standardization requires mature solutions though, and she
illustrates her saying with an example of the Gartner hype cycle. Standardization will
begin in a certain point of the cycle. Standards compile the best methods but if there is
no knowledge of the best solutions it is no use to standardize any techniques that are
still in experimental level.
Business Development Manager from the marine sector mentions that there are for
example some Japanese standardization initiatives going on in the field. He predicts that
the standards will be developed gradually and there will be no sudden changes in this
area. He considers that also different local standards might develop.
An interviewee from the Machines and Vehicles area at a technical research centre
considers that there might not be very established practises in use yet. He also says that
the field is still very fragmented, so it is hard to say how the standardization will go
further. He says that many data transfer solutions are designed for consumer devices and
thereafter modified for industrial use. He mentions that some standards and their
development, such Bluetooth 4.0 (Bluetooth Smart) in consumer side, would be
worthwhile to follow up.
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Research Team Leader at a technical research centre also thinks that it is hard to say yet
which standards will be the leading ones in different areas. He says that in transport
standards for example CoAP has been recently focused. Also MQTT is a similar kind of
standard but its problem is that it requires a TCP based transport protocol, he says.
CoAP is a REST compatible and very similar kind to HTTP, so basically with small
changes it can be compatible with HTTP. Recently there has been MQTT-S which is
UDP based, he mentions.
Research Team Leader also mentions that 3GPP is developing LTE-M standard which
will be competing with other M2M and IoT network solutions. LTE-M is still in the
standardization phase but some products will be on the market probably next year and
some prototypes and pilot devices even already this year, he says.
It will be interesting to see how the standardization will be developed, considers the
Program Manager from a manufacturing company. He says that there are signs that
some certain big players are developing de facto standard solution which will be offered
for all manufacturers. He also believes that de facto standard ecosystems and solutions
will become stable in the near future and may become official standards later on. He
says that there are also other examples of consortiums, such as IIC, that are influencing
standardization in this area.
It is difficult to say who will be the winner in the standardization, says the Chief
Technology Officer from the Finnish IT-company. He considers that the standards could
be first developed in the lower levels, such as telecommunications. He believes that if
some big players will choose some specific standards and the other companies need to
follow their example. Those big players have a good chance to have an influence on the
standardization. He considers that the manufacturers of processors and network devices
play an important role in technical standards.
In the IoT field there seems to be an ecosystem competition going on and there is a
connection between the technology and the ecosystems, says a Senior Scientist of Cyber
Security. Some players might be involved in several competing standards. But who will
eventually be the winner, it is a tricky question. Program Manager at a machine
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manufacturing company compares the situation to what has happened previously in
mobile phones for example. At first there are several initiatives but at the end there will
be a few standard ecosystems.
Consortiums created by big players are able to work more agile than official
standardization organizations in many cases, explains the IT-Standardization Specialist.
They are not tied to the bureaucracy and slow processes of the official standardization
organizations, and therefore they can develop de facto standards faster. Eventually
many de facto standards will be officially confirmed as ISO standards, she says.
However, consortia will develop standards to support their own agenda, and for
outsiders opportunities to affect the standards during the development process are
limited or none. The official standardization provides for different stakeholder groups
more equal approach to standardization, she adds.
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7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Evaluation of the research
The idea of this research was to examine the current state of Industrial internet and IoT
standardization. The perspective of the research was focused on condition-based
maintenance which is an important solution enabled by the new IoT technologies. It was
not possible to create very specific view of the standards and standardization
organizations because of the extent of the topic and the limits of the research. Initially it
was decided not to go into deeper details of certain standards, but to create an overall
outcome of the phenomenon.
During the research, ten people were interviewed for the empirical part. The
interviewees were carefully chosen from different areas for getting as extensive
outcome as possible. Finding the right people having the best knowledge of the research
topic and getting their time and contribution was challenging. Also, some more
international perspective could have been gained as the majority of the interviewees
were chosen from Finnish companies and organizations. However, all the case
companies and organizations are working globally at least in some extent.

7.2 Some speculation and possible future scenarios
As the number of connected devices is rising and different objects will be linked
together in ways they might not have been done ever before, there definitely is a need
for common solutions and standards. When products from different providers start to
communicate with each other they have to be able to speak the same language to make
them interoperable. Therefore, various standardization efforts have been created and are
being developed. Industrial internet and IoT have different requirements and standards
in different levels. Figure 17. demonstrates Industrial internet and IoT as a stack of
standards.
An important part of IoT standards is the area of communications and networking. That
area basically forms a base of the IoT and enables the devices to speak to each other. In
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that level existing and developing standards can be identified in different layers. There
official standards are important because of the need of interoperability and therefore the
advantages of proprietary solutions are minor.
There has been lot of discussion and speculation around the theme of IoT
standardization in the internet recently. Major part of the speculations seems to be on
the field of IoT platforms which is however only one area of the whole stack, see Figure
17. Anyway, platforms might be the leading driver in the IoT development likewise in
the evolution of smart phones.
Much like in smart phones, in the IoT field the best providers might win and take the
dominating position in the market by building platforms and developing their network
around the platforms. Those who will get the biggest network of other companies
building solutions around their platforms are strong in the competition. There are
several platform providers competing in the market but not yet any dominant design. As
indicated in the interviews most likely there might be approximately 2-4 choices that
will become de facto standards, as compared in the situation on smart phones.
At the moment there can be seen an ecosystem competition in which several players are
creating IoT standards in common consortiums and alliances. Companies have formed
groups for advocating their solutions. AllSeen Alliance and its AllJoyn solution is one
example of standardization efforts for making things work together in the IoT. Being the
broadest cross-industry consortium in the IoT field AllSeen Alliance is a strong player
in the competition. Open Interconnect Consortium and Thread Group are other big
consortiums formed by some of the leading technology companies. When comparing
the member lists of these three major groups it can be seen that AllSeen Alliance has
grown its network for more than 100 members. Open Interconnect Consortium and
Thread Group are about half of the size of it comparing the amount of memberships.
These three collaborations have mainly different members but some companies are
taking part in several groups at the same time. What is worthwhile to mention the
leading companies from the smart phone market, Apple and Google, are not in the
member lists of these groups. Therefore, they probably will develop their own solutions.
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Industrial Internet Consortium is also a big consortium formed by more than 100
members. However it is not competing with the other groups because it is not creating
standards but coordinating the incomparable efforts that have been developed. Also, it is
focusing more on the industrial side of the IoT. In addition to the new IoT groups the
older standardization group IEEE has also made its efforts for the IoT standards. IEEE
P2413 is a new standards development project and it is aiming to get some consensus to
various IoT domains. There are also official standardization organizations, such as ISO,
that are developing formal standards for IoT. Standardization work in official
standardization organizations, however, is complex and slow and it might take a few
years before official standards are being finished. Therefore, de facto standards formed
by alliances or companies have a possibility to, and probably they will, come on the
market faster.
When considering IoT standards in vertical application domains, different industries
have different standards. Previously M2M solutions have been developed in closed
vertical siloes but in the future some consolidation might and will happen as the IoT
develops. Still some field-specific standards will be developed, especially in industrial
applications.
At the moment, it seems that the home applications are developing separately of
industry solutions. In industry automation, and in this case also in CBM, there are
already existing old standards that are being used and developed further for new
solutions. Therefore, standards might probably develop separately in industrial solutions
also in the future. The results of this research and case interviews show that OPC UA,
ISA100 and WirelessHART are strong standards in the field of industry automation.
Industrial internet and IoT are still quite young concepts and the research results show
that their standards are still being developed. The market is diffuse and the application
space is extensive. The amount of different technical solutions even in a single
application is enormous. Presumably it might take approximately 5-10 years until
standards are being formed properly.
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Figure 17.

Standards considerations

7.3 Consideration for further research
Several areas of the topic would need more specific examination and further research
would be recommended for getting more comprehensive view of the topic. Standards
could be reviewed from viewpoints of different industry sectors and differences
between them could be compared. Some fields might already have more developed
standards whereas in some areas standardization efforts are still in their infancy.
Condition-based maintenance and the new businesses it makes possible are also
something that could be studied in the future.
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8 CONCLUSION
The purpose of the research was to study standardization of Industrial internet and IoT
from the perspective of condition-based maintenance. The main purpose was to examine
the current state of Industrial internet and IoT standards and to find out unofficial
industry standards and their potential development and impacts. The following research
questions (RQs) were created for supporting the research process:
RQ1. What is the definition of Industrial internet and IoT?
Industrial internet means combining complex physical machinery together with sensor
networks and software. It connects smart devices, machines and people at work, and
leads to better decision making via advanced analytics that bring about transformational
business opportunities. Industrial internet comprehends the non-consumer side of IoT
and applies the internet thinking to industrial settings. The IoT is a vision in which the
internet stretches to the real world and comprises physical items and every-day objects
that are connected to the virtual world. The items can act as physical access points to
internet services and can be monitored and controlled remotely.
RQ2. What is a standard and where do we need standardization?
Standard is a joint solution for a general problem and standardization means forming
common courses of action. Standards can be unofficial de facto standards or de jure
standards that are defined as by law. The purpose of standardization is to simplify the
operations of economic life, authorities and normal consumers. Because of
standardization the products, processes and services are suitable for the use and
conditions that they are meant for. Also, standardization ensures that the products and
systems match and work together.
In the context of Industrial internet and IoT, standardization plays a key role as it
contributes to interoperability, compatibility, reliability, security and effective
operations between heterogeneous technical solutions globally. Therefore, the
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standardization helps to decrease or eliminate fragmentation and allow the emergence of
better service offers and new business models.
RQ3. What are the most relevant standardization organizations and standards related
to Industrial internet and IoT?
There is a wide range of standardization organizations, both official and non-official,
related to Industrial internet and IoT. The official standardization organizations in
international level are ISO, ITU and IEC. ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) is the largest developer of international standards in the world. ISO
Working Group 10 Internet of Things creates IoT standards, coordinates the
standardization work and cooperates with other organizations that are creating IoT
standards. In addition, there are also many regional and national standardization
organizations that are developing standards for Industrial internet and IoT field.
Definitions that are developed in non-official standardization organizations work as de
facto standards. De facto standards have become a common practise but are not drawn
up in official standardization organizations. However, de facto standards can form a
basis for the work that is done in official standardization organizations and eventually
many de facto standards will be confirmed as official ISO standards. During this
research, dozens of unofficial alliances and forums were discovered and listed.
The diversity of IoT application fields has resulted into different requirements for IoT
systems. This in turn, has brought about different IoT architecture versions with varied
set of components and functionalities, as well as varying terminologies. Reference
architectures are an appropriate tool for ensuring common understanding. Several IoT
related projects, such as ETSI M2M, FI-WARE, IoT-A and IoT6, have specified their
reference architectures based on different perspectives.
Technologies in telecommunication form the basis of the IoT allowing the connectivity
between devices. There is a variety of standards and technologies that can be identified,
such as Power Line Communications (PLC), LAN (and WLAN) via Ethernet (IEEE
802.3) or Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11), Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth Smart), IEEE
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802.15.4 including ZigBee and its recent derivatives ZigBee IP and ZigBee RF4CE,
WirelessHART, ISA100.11a; 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal
Area Networks), CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) and REST which is a
simplification of the ubiquitous HTTP.
Software platforms also attract a great attention and there are several platforms currently
competing on the market. IoT platform development has been compared to the
evolution in smart phones, and actually the competition in IoT software platforms may
become as conclusive as in the mobile communications business in the past years. There
are many players in the platform competition, but however, it is not necessarily in the
interest of the customer companies to have few platforms with closed interfaces.
Instead, their interest is to have open interfaces and a lot of competition among platform
providers on the market.
RQ3.1. Which standards are relevant in CBM?
Predictive and condition-based maintenance are important activities for companies, and
in the era of Industrial internet they are becoming even more significant. The
introduction of cheaper and more efficient sensors together with the development of
ICT, wireless communication and mobile devices have influenced the development of
CBM. IoT and its sensor information and big data processing tools can help
manufacturer to monitor the equipment health, improve overall equipment
effectiveness, save money with minimizing failures and allow performing planned
maintenance.
The concepts of preventive and condition-based monitoring have been widely accepted
by manufacturers. Practices in asset management have evolved from various sources,
converging to international consensus and formal standards, such as PAS 55 / ISO
55000 (specification for the optimal management of physical assets), ISO 55000, IEC
62264 (enterprise-control system integration) based on ANSI/ISA S95, ISO 15745
(industrial automation application integration framework), MIMOSA (Machinery
Information Management Open System Alliance) / IEEE 1232, ISO 13374 (condition
monitoring and diagnostics of machines), OPC UA (interoperability standard for data
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exchange in the industrial automation space) and ISO 10303 / “STEP” (industrial
automation systems and integration – product data representation and exchange).
RQ3.2. What is the current state and the future development of standardization?
At today’s IoT field the products are targeted to specific vertical application domains,
such as automotive or machinery, or to the horizontal consumer market, such as home
automation and consumer electronics. The solutions that are available rely on various
co-existing protocols, interfaces and platforms, either proprietary or standard. Many
emerging applications are using their own standards and major standards are still
developing. Diverse technologies are dedicated to a single application and existing
solutions are fragmented. Various standards and technical solutions will slow down the
global development of the IoT.
Figure 18. shows an illustration of the current state and future development of Industrial
internet and IoT standardization in different layers. Some of the Industrial internet and
IoT standards will be official standards, whereas some will be de facto standards, agreed
by alliances or forums or dictated by companies in decisive roles. This latter case could
be most likely seen in the area of software platforms in which there is an ecosystem
competition going on. There are many alternative designs available, but yet it is
impossible to say who will eventually be the winner. Probably there will be a few
options that will become de facto standards and that form the dominant design.
The most widely used and the strongest standards will be in the lower levels of the
communication and application stack, that is to say, in communications and networking.
There the benefits, such as interoperability, are pressing and obvious, while the
advantages of proprietary solutions are small. In communications and networking level
official standards will be developed and several standards already exist and are in use.
When considering the upper levels of the stack including data and semantic
interoperability, software platforms and data-analysis, domain specific standards and
proprietary solutions will be more widespread because of both technical and business
reasons.
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Figure 18.

Standardization of Industrial internet and IoT in different layers

The application space in IoT is wide and different applications are already being
deployed. Also, the market is currently quite fragmented. Different industry verticals
have developed their own technical solutions and the number of alternative solutions
even in a single industry sector is large. The technological standardization of the
Industrial internet and IoT seems to be just emerging. Therefore, efforts are needed and
the collaboration between different organizations is very important.
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APPENDIX 1

Appendix 1. Haastattelurunko
Haastattelutilanne





Paikka ja aika:
Yritys:
Haastateltavan nimi ja asema:
Lupa nimen/yrityksen mainitsemiseen diplomityössä: kyllä □ / ei □

Teemat ja kysymykset
1. Teollinen internet ja Internet of Things (IoT)
1.1. Teollisen internetin ja IoT:n käsite?
1.2. Haastateltavan suhde edellä mainittuihin?
1.3. Miten haastateltavan yrityksessä hyödynnetään näitä?
2. Ennakoiva kunnossapito
2.1. Mikä merkitys on ennakoivalla kunnossapidolla?
2.2. Miten ennakoiva kunnossapito ja IoT tukevat toisiaan?
3. Standardointi
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.
3.6.
3.7.

Onko standardointi merkityksellistä/hyödyllistä?
Kenen etu se on? Onko standardointi jonkun tahon vastaista?
Missä alueissa standardointi on tarpeellista ja missä ei?
Mitkä standardit ovat relevantteja? Mitä standardeja haastateltavan yrityksessä?
Standardoinnin haasteet?
Näkemys standardoinnin kehityksestä?
Aktiivisuus standardoinnissa?

4. Muuta
4.1. Muuta aiheeseen liittyvää?
4.2. Ketä muita tulisi haastatella?

APPENDIX 2

Appendix 2. Interview framework
Interview occassion





Place and date:
Company:
Interviewee’s name and position:
Permission to mention the name/company in the Thesis: yes □ / no □

Topics and questions
1. Industrial internet and Internet of Things (IoT)
1.1. The concept of Industrial internet and IoT?
1.2. Interviewee’s relation to the above mentioned?
1.3. How are these exploited in the interviewee’s company?
2. Predictive maintenance
2.1. What is the significance of predictive maintenance?
2.2. How do predictive and IoT support each other?
3. Standardization
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

Is standardization significant/useful?
Whose advantage is it? Can standardization be seen negative for some quarter?
In which areas is standardization necessary and in which not?
Which standards are relevant? Which standards are used in the interviewee’s
company?
3.5. Challenges of standardization?
3.6. Impression on the development of standardization?
3.7. Activity in standardization?
4. Others
4.1. Other interests related to the topics?
4.2. Who else should be interviewed?
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Appendix 3. List of interviewees

